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Effort Could Lead To President's Dismissal

MSU Regents Approve Charges Against Curris
Hearing Scheduled
Saturday, March 28

S
DURING AND AFTER
This was the scene outside the MSU board of regents room for 10 hours
Saturday as the regents met behind closeat doors to discuss formal-charges
directed at removing Dr. Constantine Curris as MSU's president.

MSU Board of Regents chairman Ron Christopher (center, right photo)
was surrounded by reporters following the conclusion of the regents'
meeting early Sunday morning.

Money-Saving Measures Approved By Board
The Murray State University Board
of Regents approved several measures
Saturday in an effort to slice approximately $800,000 from the university's
budget, but delayed action on some
other recommendations until additional
data is made available,
Items recommended by MSU President Dr. Constantine Curris and approved by the board would:
..- Merge the university's Rural
Development Institute and its Center
for Regional Services.
Combine the departments of child
studies and home economics into a
Department of Child Studies and Home
Economics.
...- Change the funding of the Shield,
the university yearbook, to include an
estimated $10411 subscription fee.
Yearbook funding currently comes
partly from the general fund and partly
from student activity fees.
...- Establish "fees for services" provided students at the university health
services. Under the proposal, students
could participate in a $10 prepayment
plan that would cover fees for an entire
year rather than pay for services as us-

ed.
The health services are currently
'provided to students at no charge.
Eliminate stipends of $100 paid
faculty members who teach night and
Saturday classes.
Action on the consolidation of three
other academic departments and the
elimination of three programs was
deferied to a later date.
Curris proposed that the departments
of Instruction and Learning, Professional Studies, and Psychology be
merged into two departments. Some
members of the board said concerns
had been expressed to them about the
proposal and they desired more information before taking final action.
The other matter tabled by the board
would have, eliminated the associate
degree in child care and the baccalaureate degrees in geography and
library science.
Regent Bill Morgan of Benton said he
would like to receive more input from
the school systems in the region before
voting on the elimination of the programs.
Prior to acting on the items, Curris
1100,

had reminded the board of the statemandated $800,000 budget cut currently
faced by MSU and said he expects ''a
second round of cuts that may push way
over $1 million and may even reach
close to $2 million."
Curris said that all recommended
budget cuts "have thus far preserved
all salary increase dollars for next
year" and indicated that if the mandated cuts run "a little more than
$800,000," the salary increases could be
saved. The president pointed out,
however, that if the state revised
MSU's budget cuts upward toward the
$2 million figure, drastic measures
would become necessary.
Curtis told the board that state
Secretary of Finance George Atkins
and deputy secretary Robert Warren
would be on the campus this Thursday
to discuss the complete financial picture with university officials.
In his report to the board,Curris:
• Said negotiations with the national

CCHS Overall Winner In
Forensic Tourney; MHS
Second In Individual Events
Calloway County High School was the
sweepstakes winner in the Western
Kentucky University High School
Forensic Tournament over the
weekend while Murray High School
placed second in individual events.
.
The defending state champion Lakers
finished with 140 overall points and 110
individual and were presented the
traveling "Young American"
sweepstakes trophy from last year's
winner, Marysville, Ohio. Murray
totalled 36 individual points.
Sweepstakes points are individual
and debate combined. Four
sweepstakes awards and 94 individual

TRAINING SESSION — Murray State University ROTC cadets participated
in a training session Saturday held by the 100th Division, Co. D, of the
398th Army Reserve, located in Murray. The local reserve unit, with 25
soliders, held classes in assembly and disassembly of M-16's, M-203's and
M-60's and radio communications and code books. Sgt. Allen Cunningham
(at left) explained M-16's to the cadets. The Murray reserve is a training
company, made up of drill sergeants and tank commanders. In time of an
emergency, it's soldiers would train other reserve units. The training
session was held to benefit the MSU cadets in military skills and to maintain
proficiency for the drill sergeants. The company uses standardized
"training extension courses" from the U.S. Army. The Murray reserves
meet one weekend a month.

Boy Scouts of America committee are
progressing toward finalization of the
location of the national BSA museum in
the former laboratory school building
on the camLus.
• Reported that a clreliminary headcount indicates that full-time enrollment is 5.5 percent higher than last spring and that freshman class enrollment
is 18 percent more than the spring of
1980.
In other action, the board:
Approved a change that will base
charges for summer courses, beginning
this year,on a "per credit hour basis."
• Adopted guidelines and fees to be
charged various on and off campus )
organizations for the use of fasilities
and services at the new University
Center.
Approved a resolution of appreciation to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoke for
their gift that was utilized in the
renovation of a portion of the West
Kentucky-Wrather Museum on the
campus.

CCHS To Have Fan
Appreciation Night
Fan appreciation night will be held
tonight at Calloway County High
School, according ,to principal Jerry
Ainley.
All Calloway students, with proper
ID's, will be admitted free to the games
scheduled with St. Mary's.
All parents of players and
cheerleaders also will be admitted free.
Adult admission prices will be $1,
one-half of regular price.

and debate honors were presented.
Bullitt Central placed second overall
with 119 while Montgomery County was
third with 111..
Over 450 students from 39 high
schools in Kentucky. Tennessee and
Ohio participated in the ninth annual
tourney..
Calloway placed 13 students in the individual finals and won six first place
trophies.
Laker finishes included Mickey Hutson, first, Ben Brumley, second and
Earl Brown, third, storytelling; Mike
_Jackson, first, Marcia- Cunningham,
third, original oratory; Cindy Bazzell,
first, Lanesa Jones, 'fifth, poetry
reading; Jenise Boyd. first, Kenneth
Futrell. fifth, extemporaneous speaking;
Sandy Jeffrey. first, Brown, fifth,
humorous interpretation, Jeffrey, first,
dramatic interpretation; and Bazzell,
seventh, prose.
Individual winners for Murray High
included David Boyd, second,
humorous' interpretation; Kellie
Overbey and Tarry Cavitt, second, duo
acting; Lisa Mikulcik. third, poetry
reading; and Lisa Russell, fourth, and
Sandra Whaley,sixth, storytelling.

'To Raise Academic Excellence, Lower Fiscal Costs'

inside today

School Mergers Part Of CHE Resolution,
A resolution concerning an evaluation of a suggested reorganization of
Kentucky's university system, which
includes the study of a possible merger
of Murray State and Western Kentucky,
has been sent the Council on Higher
Education by one of the group's
members.
The resolution includes "some possible reorganization efforts that might
result in meeting or raising the
academic level and reducing the fiscal
costs," William Cox, drafter of the
resolution, said.
The CHF. member said that the
resolution does not propose the merger
of any universities. Cox stressed that
points outlined in the resolution were

options and not proposaLs.
..411w draft "only asks for consideratioribf whether the study is needed and
if so, how much it would cost, how long
would it take and who should do it,"
Cox,said.
Cox, Madisonville, said he has asked
his fellow council members to be ready
to discuss his proposal at the next CHE
meeting March 11.
Options of the reorgaruzation plan to
be studied included:
• The merger of Murray State and
Western Kentucky into a University of
West Kentucky with campuses in -Murray and Bowling Green.
• The merger of Eastern Kentucky and

Morehead State into a University of
East Kentucky with campuses in Richmond and Morehead.
•The merger of Kentucky State University in Frankfort and the University of
Kentucky. Kentucky State may become
UK's state center for public affairs and
government programs in Frankfort.
•The creation of a junior and technical
college system that would be made up
of merger of UK's two-year community
colleges and the state's post-secondary
vocational-technical schools.
• The elimination of one of the three
state law schools —at UK, Louisville or
Northern Kentucky. '
• The possible elimination of one of the
state's two dental and engineering

ri

Action taken by the Murray State
University Board of Regents following
a 10-hour executive session Saturday.
may ultimately lead to the dismissal of
MSU president Dr. Constantine Curris.
The board voted 6-4 to file unspecified
formal charges against Curris after the
meeting reconvened in public session at
12:34 a.m. Sunday and to hold a hearing
on the charges Saturday, March 28, at 8
a.m.
Curris, who became president of
MSU in 1973 at the age of 32, said today
that "upon advice of counsel, I am not
in any position to make comments" on
the charges at this time.
The charges were delivered to Curris
by board chairman Ron Christopher
and vice chairman William Carneal immediately following the adjournment of
the session early Sunday morning.
The motion to bring charges against
Curris was made by regent Jere McCuiston of Trenton. Voting with McBoard members Bill Carneal (left)
Cuiston on the motion against Curris
and Charles Howard, talking
were regents Bill Morgan, Benton, Dr.
following the conclusion of the
Steve West, faculty regent, Terry
marathon session of the board.
Clark, student regent, Jerry Woodall,
Lexington, and Christopher, Murray.
The resolution says "that this
Regents voting against the resolution reallocation of duties shall not
be conwere Carneal, Dr. Charles Howard of sidered in any way in and of itself
as a
Mayfield, Sara Page of Paducah and reflection of Dr. Curris' character or
Dr. Edwards Settle, Princeton.
compentency."
Prior to adjournment, Christopher
Saturday's meeting, which started at
told those present that the board 1 p.m. was a continuation of a session
members had been advised by the that was held Feb. 7. At that meeting.
university attorney James Overby,that the regents went into executive session
they should not reveal the nature of the to discuss "an individual personnel
charges preferred against Curris.
matter" and remained behind closed
According to Kentucky Statutes, such
doors for some 2'2 hours.
charges must be preferred by the board
By Monday, reporters in area news
chairman after written information is
media were speculating — and atsupplied by the board. At least ten days tributing their information
to unnamed
must lapse between the time the sources — that the Feb.
7 session dealt
charges are delivered to the named inwith an effort on the part of some board
dividual and a hearing is held.
members to remove Curris from the
A series of resolutions adopted follow- presidency.
ing the closed session provide for
In a statement issued to the press on
several items in addition to preferring
Feb. 13, Christopher confirmed that
charges against Curris. The vote on
Curtis' performance as president was
each of the resolutions was identical to
the topic of the meeting but that the
the 6-4 vote to bring charges against
board "considered itself deadlocked"
Curris.
on the issue at that time.
One resolution empowers Overby to
Later in the week Curris held a press
prepare and present the charges conference at which he
maintained his
against Curris and gives him the right
administration was an "open book" and
to inspect and receive copies of "all exreferred the effort on the part of some
isting internal Murray State and Mur- of the regents as a "power play."
ray State Foundation records and work
Curris agreed that his administration
papers."
was not perfect and that some criticism
The resolution approved by the board
may be in order, but said at the time
also authorizes Overby to employ "ad- that he knew of no reason why he
should
ditional counsel, other investigative
be dismissed as MSU's president.
personnel and independent accountants
Christopher did say today that he was
... to assist in the investigation, "very impressed
with all the board
preparation and presentation of the members.
case concerning removal of Dr. Cur"I thought they
considered
ris."
everything very thoroughly and I think
Another resolution temporarily
each member exemplified that he had
relieves Curris -from the performance the university and its best interests at
of some of his duties as chief executive
heart." the board chairman said.
officer" at Murray State,including, but
No definite information about the
got.limited to "the direction, manage- discussions being held behind the clos'1ent and supervision of the operation ed doors was revealed to the approxof the university, its financial, educa- imately 40 news media representative
s.
tional and administrative affairs and students, faculty members and other
supervision of employees."' .
'interested persons who maintained a
The 'board- - also empowered
vigil in the hall outside the doors.
Christopher to amend or add to the
The executive session began at 2:30
charges if deemed appropriate pending
p.m. with only the members of the
further investigation.
board and Overby in attendance. About
The board named Dr. Marshall Gor- 20 minutes later, Curris was called into
don, vice president for administrative
the room, where he remained until 6:48
services, to per-Ervin those duties that p.m.
have been stripped from Claris until
Curris refused to comment about the
final resolution of the charges and
session as he left the board room.
allegations made against Curris.
Christopher had advised reporters
Corns was directed by the board to around 6:30 p.m. that the board was
goretain the title of president of the ing to take a -break"
in its deliberauniversity and "to represent Murray tions for a few minutes to cat. At that
State University at official social func- time, he said he knew the board would
tions" and to continue to reside in
not be back in open session before 7:30
Oakhurst, the presidential home on the
See CURR1S,
campus.
Page 12, Column 4

schools at either UK or Louisville.
He added that he would not comment
further on the resolution until after the
March 11 meeting. '
CHE executive director Harry
Snyder said the council staff "will study
anything it is asked." He added that he
was not surprised by the'resolution
"since there have been several council
members interested in this since the
budget cut."
The John Y. Brown administration
cut about $30 million from the
higher
education budget for the current year.
The cut was part of a $114 million reduction in the state's general fund due too
shortage of revenue,

r•nrimi AtiAII API

Murray State was victorious in its final game of the season, downing
Akron Saturday in Racer Arena. For photos and a complete wrap-up of
the game,see today's sports section,

today's index
One Section-12 Pages
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2
Classifieds
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Crossword
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Deaths & Funerals
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Dear Abby
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9
Dr. Lamb
Farm Page
5
Horoscope
I,ocel Scene
- 2,3
Opinion Page
4
Sports
. ...........'6,7,8

showers
Showers ending early tonight
with gradual clearing late, low 30
to 35. Mostly sunny and pleasant
Tuesday, high in the lower to mid
50s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
dry conditions Wednesday„ with a
chance of rain Thursday and Friday
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Li; 1.8
Kentucky Lake.
:154 28
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'v--- -e-Gibson-Wilson Wedding Planned

if omen's Aglow To N=KKaCouple Married 50 Yearsm
eN=.
1101(1

Tuesday Meet
Mr. and Mrs. James Gray of
.4t Draffentille
Kiritsey will observe their 50th

l'ott's To Be Reatl
In Late .$1arclt

The
Marshall County
Chapter of the Women's
Aglow Fellowship will meet
Tuesday. Feb. 24, at 10:30
a.ni., at the Gateway
Steakhouse in Draffenville on
Highways 641 and 68.
The speakers for this
month's meeting will be the
Rev. Evon McWherter and his
wife, Barbara. He is presently
serving as one of the advisors
of the local chapter. Rev.
McWherter is pastor of the
Trinity Assembly of God
Church in Benton.
Both Rev. McWherter and
his wife are from Dresden.
Tenn.
The Women's Aglow is a
Charismatic
Inter Denominational fellowship
where women from all
backgrounds come together to
share the love of Jesus and lift
Him up, according to Ruth
Holland, a spokesman for the
group. For further information about the meeting, persons may call Ruth Holland at
1-527-8343.

The engagement and approactung marriage of Miss
Lucinda Ann Gibson to Russell
Alan Wilson. son of Bobby
Wilson of Almo and Annette
Wilson of Murray, has been
announced by her father and
mother, Brooks Gibson and
Peggy Gibson, both of Hazel.
Mass Gibson will be a 1981
graduate of Calloway County
High School She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Edith Lee of
Hazel and the late Howard
Lee, and of Mrs. Ella Gibson
Henry and the late J. T. Gibson.
Mr. Wilson. a 1979 graduate
of Calloway County High
School. is employed at Brandon Brothers Used Cars. He is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Hulas J. Wilson of Murray and
of Mr. and Mrs. Osro Butterworth of Murray.
The wedding will be an
event of Friday. March 27.

iliss Lucinda Ann Gibson. Rride-elect. Russell Alan Wilson

CREAM BUTTER
To cream butter for baking
in half the time, heat the bowl
in scalding water.

Community Happenings

Monday. Feb.23
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m.
with Pauline Story.
Recreational Vehicle Show
will open today and go through
March 1 at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. This is free and open
to the public.

Cobol Ca• 253-3314
Thru Thurs. 3
6 Acad. Nom. Inc. Bast Pict
Mary Tyler Moore
DONALD SUTHERLAND

Monday. Feb. 23
Recovery. Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.

Monday,Feb. 23
Monday, Feb. n
Tuesday,Feb. 24
Community
Chorus, District 17, Unit I, Licensed
Volunteer workers to plan
directed by Dr. Irma Collins, Practical Nurses Association,
the 1981 Charity Ball will meet
will rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at will meet at 7 p.m. in the
at 7 p.m. in the Ohio Room of
the Calloway Public Library. private dining room of the
new University Center,
Parent-Teacher
Murray-Calloway
ConCounty
Murray State University.
General
ferences will be held at North
membership Hospital.
Calloway Elementary School meeting of the Community
Men's Prayer breakfast of
Theatre
will be at 7 p.m. in the
from 3 to 6 p.m.
First United
Methodist
Tuesday,
Feb.24
Library Arts:Annex, 712 Main
Church Softball League for Street.
Calloway County Orchard Church will meet at 7 a.m.
and Garden Club will meet at 7
the summer will have a
Mothers Miring Out will be
p.m. at the West Kentucky
meeting at 7 p.m. at the
Baptist
Men
of
Sinking
Spr- Livestock and Exposition
at 9 a.m, at the First United
Fellowship Hall of the First
ing
Baptist
Church
will meet Center. This is open to all
Baptist Church. For more inin- Methodist Church. "
formation contact Randy Sor- at 7 p.m. ,
terested men and women. For
Bazaar Workshop will be
row at the church.
information call 753-8848 or
First Baptist Church WMU 753-8904.
held at First United Methodist
Front Porch Swing will will meet at 7 p.m.in the
Church at 9:30 a.m.
practice at 7 p.m. at the First church chapel with Wilma
Cub Scout Pack 76 will have
Second annual Science and
Beatty as program leader.
Christian Church.
Religion Conference will open its Blue and Gold Banquet at
at 1:30 p.m. on the third level 6:30 p.m. at North Calloway
auditorium, University Elementary School
Center, Murray State. The
ACES®,RA G. CORN. JR
Lowry lecture will be at 7 p.m.
in the Mason Hall Nursing
building.
"In all science error had hin.self two overtricks
precedes the truth, and it is
Where did West make his
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
better it should go first than mistake?
When the first Woodmen of the World will
last." Horace Walpole
heart was led to dummy.
meet at 7 p.m. at the WOW
West should not have made
Hall with Gayle Smith and
the routine play of following
Herndon
as
In the defense of today's
low. Dummy's heart suit is Marilyn
ticklish game. West had to
the obvious threat and, with hostesses.
find an off-beat play to beat
no side entry, it is best to
the game_ Error came first,
block declarer's communiRobertson School PTA is
truth came later and West
cations.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
was sorry it wasn't the other
West should play "second
way around
hand high" -- West plays his
Parent
Teacher
ConDeclarer won the diaheart queen on the first lead ferences will be held from
3 to
mond lead with his king,
-- and the hand goes set. If 6 p.m. at East
and Southwest
hiding his queen to keep the
dummy wins, declarer takes Calloway
Elementary
only one heart trick. And if
defense wondering about his
Schools.
he ducks and finesses later.
strength in that suit A low
East will win and declarer
heart was led to dummy's
Southwest Title I Parent Adnine and East's king and
will take no heart trick§ at
visory: Council will meet at 5
another diamond went to
all.
South's ace.
A dangerous play? Not p.m. at Southwest School.
really If declarer has the
Declarer led his last heart
and finessed once again and
Richard Valentine Puppets
NORTH
2-23-A
luck was with him The
will perform at 10 a.m. and
•7 5 4
finesse worked, dummy's
3:30 p.m. in the green room of
•AJ 1095
heart ace brought down
*3 62
old freight depot, Murray4.10 7
West's queen and declarer
Calloway Park.
WEST
EAST
•8 6 3.
•10 9 2
Senior Citizens Centers will
tlt (4 2
V K 64
be open as follows: Dexter at
•10 9 8
•7 5 4 3
9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
•K Q 6 2
•A 9 5
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
SOUTH
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
•AKQJ
•7 3
•AKQ
Singles Class of Seventh and
+3843
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
Vulnerable Both Dealer
building.
South The bidding

THE

wedding anniversary on
Saturday. Feb 28. They were
married on that date in 1931 at
Metropolis. III., with Maurine
Cobb and Bennett Phillips as
their attendants
The couple plans to
celebrate the day at home
with their children and grandchildren.
Mrs. Gray, the former Cornelia Patton, is the daughter
of the late Irvie Patton and
Zenobia Butterworth Patton.
Mr. Gray is the son of the late
Cloys Gray and Nettie Collie
Gray.
They have three daughters
— Mrs. Farley
Threna )
Adams, Cocoa, Fla.. Mrs. Tini
Zenette Smith, Farmington.
and Mrs. Jerry Dana) Scarbrough, Murray; one son,
Chad Gray, Fairdealing, 12
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
ICH1=1111*
PHOTOGRAPHY
EXHIBIT
An
exhibition
of
photography by Kim Cwaik of
Louisville, Ky., and works by
Hunter Whitesell of Fulton,
Ky., will be on display in the
Eagle Gallery of the Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University from March 1 through
March 6,
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Academy Nominations
Inc. Best Picture
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Council Plans Meet
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West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
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3•
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Diamond 10

Wednesday, Feb. 25
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m at the Hazel Center.
Blood pressure check will be
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
lunch will be served at 11:45
a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens.
Lunch will ,be served at 12
noon.
Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon on the second
floor of the Baptist Student
Center.
Bible Study by Christian
Women's Club of Murray will
be held at the home of Mrs.
Calvin Morris at 9a.m.

Cub Scout Pack 76 of North Calloway Elementary School
will hold its Blue and Gold Banquet on Tuesday, Feb. 24, at
630 p.m.
This is a special event for the year for the Cub Scouts at the
school.

king, the queen will be
finessed anyway. And if
East has it, the block is the
key to earning a plus score.

With Our

END OF WINTER SPECIAL
I
0IM
11
on 1 CARPET.,

Bid with Coro
South holds

2.23.R

CLEANING
0 COMM ESCA
:
LIA
:I
Minimum $20 00 Ticket

(Wall to Wall, ot In Our Modern Plant)
* FREE ESTIMATES *
Phon• 753-2553

BOONE'S CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In Yea"
605 Main St. Murray ay

%firth
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ANSWER: Pass With a bal
anced hand and less than eight
points it's best to play a
partial
Send bridge questions to The errs.
I'll Rios 13363 Dallas, Texas 75235.
with Nall-addreased stamped envelope
tor reply
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Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings CalLme— your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed foi time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hea fro you seism
,
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THE DEVIN CROSS
COUNTRY KIT
"•

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
_meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center,
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'Blue & Gold Banquet'
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Southwest Title I Parent Advisory Council will meet Tuesday,Feb. 24, at 5 p.m. at Southwest Elementary School.
Title I matters will be discussed. All members and
interested persons are invited to attend.

Travels with Devin.There's no better companion.
THE DEVIN CROSS COUNTRY KIT

3 Academy Mesas. Inc.
lost Actress:
(.011)11 HAVVSI ae
PRII ITE MENJ.451179
0

,

$Q50
•

With Any
Purchase Of
Devin

Murray TOPS take off
pounds sensibly I Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Cluster prayer meetings of
First Baptist Church WMU
will be at 10 a.m. at the homes
of Ruth Caldwell and Laurine
Andrus, at 6130 p.m at the
home of Rebecca Whittaker,
and at 7 p.m. at the homes of
Billie Ray, Jessie Wooden,
and Betty Lyons,
Home Mission Book Study,
taught by the Rev. Terry Sills,
will be at 1:30 p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church,

DEVIN...the rich country fragrance fix men from Aramis.

frAll
1203 Chestnut
4
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Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Walker
of Almo Route 1 announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Sharon Jean, to Harry
By Abigail Van Buren
Thurston I Tripp) Furches 111,
-,on of Mr. and Mrs. Thurston
Furches of Murray Route 7.
The bride-elect is a 1980
graduate of Calloway County.
High School. She is presently
DEAR ABBY: Congratulations on your 25th anniversary
attending Murray State
as "Dear Abby." I have a very special reason for wanting to
University majoring in office
wish you well.
administration. She is also
Twelve years ago you had a letter in your column signed
employed in the Department
TOO LATE. Abby, that letter motivated me to visit my
of Speech and Theatre at Muraging and ailing mother everyday during her last two years
ray State University.
in a nursing home. 1 am ashamed to admit that until that
Miss Walker is the grandtime I thought I was doing quite well to visit her every
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday for an hour.
Refus Tabers of Murray Route
I will always be indebted to you, Abby. for selecting that
letter for your column. It motivated me to change my ways,
2 and of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
and now I can live with a clear conscience.
Walker of Dexter Route 1.
Please run that letter again. Abby. It might do for
The groom-elect is also a
someone else what it did for me.
1980 graduate of Calloway
GRATEFUL IN LONG ISLAND. County High School.
He is
presently attending Murrio
DEAR GRATEFUL: I am grateful to you for reState University majoring
minding me to run it again. I have printed it6three
agri-business and is sell
times, and each time I have heard from readers
employed as a farmer.
expressing appreciation. With pleasure I give it a
much deserved rerun:
Mr. Furches is the grandson
of Mrs. Myrtle Morton of MurDEAR ABBY: I am the most heartbroken person on earth.
ray Route 7 and the late Ed
I always found time to go evErywhere else but to see my old,
Morton, and of the late Mr.
gray-haired parents. They sat at home alone, loving me just
and Mrs. Harry Thurston Ful the same. It is too late now to give them those few hours of
ches.
happiness I was too selfish and too busy to give, and now
The double ring cerernoll\
when I go to visit their graves and look at the green grass
will be solemnized on Friday
above them. I wonder if God will ever forgive me for the
May 8,at 6:30 p.m. at the Sinkheartaches I mitst have caused them. I pray that you will
print this. Abby, to tell thbse who still have parents to visit
ing Spring Baptist Churc).
them and show their love and respect while there is still
with the Rev. Billy Turner and
time. For it is later than you think.
the Rev. Gerald Owen ofTOO LATE
ficiating. A reception will
follow the ceremony in the
•• •
fellowship hall of the church.
Only out of town invitations
DEAR ABBY: I am a recent college graduate engaged to
will be sent. All friends and
be married this summer. I became engaged while I was in
college last year, and asked one of my school chums to be a
relatives of the couple are inbridesmaid. At the time we were good friends. However, we
vited to attend.
grew apart gradually, until now when we meet, she hardly
•
gives me the time of day. In fact, the last few times we met
there seemed to be tension between us. Now I don't even
consider her a friend.
Must I include her in my wedding party? If not, how cant
(1/ Interest To
gracefully excludp her?
STUCK OR NOT

Frahm Drake

Ceremony To Be Held At
'Sinking- Spring Church

FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, Mil
Mutt kind cd day will tomor- improve income
Extra
row be? To Rad out what the energy devoted to career instars say, read the forecast terests will lead to benefits
A
given for your birth Sign.
time for hard work
Sa3RPIO
ARIES
Oct 23 to Nov 21
( Mar 21 tu Apr 19)
Pace yourself Get sufficient
For success, keep business
moves confidential. Do fur- rest before embarking on the
ther research regarding in- pursuit of pleasure Romance.
vestments Joint ventures are hobbies and creative pursuits
bring 193
favored.
SAGITTARIUS
arait
TAURUS
Nov. 22 to Dec 211 44
(Apr . 20 to May 20 ) r10467
Friends
are
helpful now, but
It partners help you with
tasks. Evening„ hours favor keep irpportant matters confidential
Complete
unfinished
socializing with friends.
Singles meet with romantic in- household tasks Enjoy your
family life
troductions now.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
Apr
Dec. 72 to Jan. 191
(May 21 to June 20)
Friends
will
inspire
you
Initiative brings you career
benefits. Meetings with now. Make important phone
higher-ups are favored. Job- calls. You'll gain some useful
hunters meet with luck. Aim business tips. Socialize in the
evening.
for efficiency.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22) ell0 Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Consult with advisers regarMake plans for a pleasure
trip. Cultural pursuits will be ding important projects. It's a
a source of fun. Invite friends good time to ask for a raise.
In. Attend to children's in- Career Interests are happily
highlighted.
terests.
PISCES
7
LEO
(Feb.
19 to Mar. 20)
( July 23 to Aug. 221
Apply
for
loans and scholarSeek mortgages and home
improvement loans. Keep in ships. Meetings with
publishers
and
advisers will
touch with relatives. Concentrate on improving your prove productive. Keep in
touch
with
distant
friends.
overall financial picture.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY have
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) /11"kii• the ability to commercialize
Buying- and selling are your artistic talents. Writing,
favored Share thoughts with music,sculpture, painting and
loved ones now. Reconcile dif- acting are some of the fields in
ferences. Local visits may which you'll find fulfillment. If
lead to romantic introduc- you cultivate ambition and
tions.
overcome a tendency to drift,
LIBRA
you'll be successful. Jobs inSept. 23 to Oct.'22) —
trblving travel and the sea are
You'll meet with chances to especially appealing to you

Love and Respect Best
Shown Now, Not Later

DEAR ABBY: I can't forget that survey you took after
having received the letter from TIRED IN NEBRASKA.
There must be something wrong with women who are 50
and tired of sex.
I am a woman of 59, and fenjo\y\sny 61-year-old husband
more now than I ever have. With our children grown and
gone, the setting is ideal for romance. letill race home from
the office to bathe and meet him at the door in a lace coat
(the type one wears over a bathing suit). There's more to life
than cooking, laundry and making beds!
I no longer have to worry about pregnancittr having the
children hear us. These are the beat years of Mir lives. I'm
saving up for a mirrored bedroom ceiling!
Sign me, "Not Dead Yet in East Lansing, Mich." or
BETTER THAN EVER

The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been
released for this week.
Meals are served at 12 noon
at Douglas Center and at 11:45
a.m. at Hazel Center, Monday
through Friday, and at 12 noon
on Tuesday and Thursday at
the Ellis Center. Meals are
also sent out each day.

Menus are as follows:
Monday — spaghetti and
•••
meat sauce, whole carrots,
peas, garlic bread, butter, red
.
(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off\ gelatin with pears, milk, cotyour chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, 132 "lee. or tea.
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please
',Tuesday — sloppy - ice,
enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.)
whole kernal corn, green

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m..5 p.m.
•Sauna
•Sun Boothes
•Private Lockers

•Experienced Counselors
•Diet Consultation
•Cardloyascular
Dressing Rooms
Development.
Showersand Vanity
Stress Reduction Program

‘
44•Iimmv. (Next To Old Bookstore)

Se* yew doctor first...
This resit us fief professional

serricel

.- 41-1,4/vo co

MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
206 S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8(55

. ';14c-it

Irbil

•

beans, hot roll, butter, apple
sauce and peanut butter
cookie. apple, milk, coffee, or
tea.
Wednesday — oven fried
chicken, baked beans, cole
slaw, hot roll, butter, banana
pudding, banana, milk, coffee.
or tea.
Thursday — fish and
macaroni and cheese, mixed
greens, peas and carrots, corn
bread, butter, mixed fruit,
milk,coffee, or tea.
Friday — meat loaf and
gravy, mashed potatoes, broccoli casserole, hot roll, butter,
purple plum cobbler, sugar
free plums, milk, coffee, or
tea.

Buchanan, Tenn.; David E.
Hardison, Rt. 5, Mayfield;
Mary' Jane Green. Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Elizabeth A.
}Kamen, Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs
Donna L. Warden, Box 657.
Martin,Tenn.
Mrs. Martha E. Herndon,
318 Irvan, Murray; Gary A.
. Blaine. Franklin Hall, Murray; James Soder, Rt. 3, Martin, Tenn.; James Raymond
Stahler, Rt. 5. Murray; Mrs
Mary E. Wilson, Rt. 1, Paris,
Term.; Mrs.Zera P. Jones,907
Pogue, Murray.
Mrs. Lula B. Hodges. 603
Meadow Lane, Murray;
William B. Nance, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Bobbie
Ferguson, Box 211,. Murray;
Amon Wells Owen, Rt. 6. Murray; Mrs. Zitell L. Goheen, Rt.
7, Murray.
Mrs. Edith M. Story, Box
174, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Treva K. McDaniel, Dexter;
Mrs. Eliza Craig, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Cammie B. Simpson. Rt.
1, Hazel; Waylon Lefever, Boit
58, Hazel.
Mrs. Marion S. Sharborough, Box 28, Murray;
_ Mrs Mary
• Fran Hughes. Rt.
7, Mayfield; Chester H. Yarbrough, 1624 Farmer, Murray; Obid D. Burkeen, Rt. 1
Almo; Mrs. Ruby NI Stallons
Rt. 1, Hardin

2-18-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Steele, baby girl ( Linda.
Rt. 3, Box!, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patsy A. Thorn, Rt. 3,
Murray; Marc A. Moore, 1205
Brown, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Lavinia J. Page, 500 North
Seventh Street, Murray.
Whitney A. Dix, Rt. 8, Murray; Ricky G. Dublin, 208
North Fifth Street, Paducah;
Charles T. Collins, Rt. 5, Benton.
Ronald James Gardner, 821
South Fourth Street, Murray;
Rolland R. Schleiss, Rt. 2,

If you don't hear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special
service.
'FREE HEARING TESTS
•NEARING AID ANALYSIS
*CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
*BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
•DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES

a

)

PWP Chapter Meet

Face Lift
Kit

Aloe
Vera
k4one5 Back Guarante.

& SILVER -GOLD & SILVERs.

The Paris, Tenn.. Chapter of Parents Without Partners
meets each Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the old City Hall Library in
the City Hall Building, Paris, TeRn. This is for for all parents who are divorced, widowed, or
never been married. Special problems with children are
discussed at the meetings.
For information local persons may call John Thomas at
7624817 or 762-4816.

I

LI & MVO-

LOOK!!!

1.4 wrI•4".
.1"los
- •
IS 1•11":

If you have been selling your
gold rings and silver nohow
getting ow offer you or
probably lost some money
Please get our offer be4ore
you sell It maims Dollars end
Sense. Free Appraisals Secur
rep provided
sr•

Nurses To' Meet Here

Sellma sod laoymt
Coen
/142 .-S5-S111-1441
S.

District 17, Unit 1, Licensed Practical Nurses, will meet
tonight Monday) at 7 p.m. in the private dining room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The speaker will be Dr. John C. Golberg, orthopedic
surgeon, Murray.

Op.., 00.9 00

Gold & Silver Pawn S

ter

Bey Sell or Trees
01 a c Mesa
GOLD & SILVER

& SIIVER - GOO &

-G41

Enioi Jour Favori meals
at U&jEijogabe
SAVE OVER0.00WITH THESE COUPOUS.
imm um En EN Nimeop imm um
=Nip
Vpizotpped Steak ChickenFried
Steak Dinner I
'You II Save $508 off of regular price when you
use all of

OSPITAL NEWS

HEARING AID ANALYSIS

//EST

Miss Sharon Jean ii alker and
Harry Thurston (Tripp)Furehes ill

Nutrition Program Menu§
Are Released For Week

•••

Murray Health Spa
Phone:753-4084
or
753-4085

nor

Senior Citizens

DEAR STUCK: Tell hsj-0,coicte,.lhat ysourIriendShip haii faded, and ther
her to be a bridesmaid. It may not be very "graceful,"
but it beats getting stuck with a bridesmaid who is no
longer a friend.

A• NA IN

Your Individual
Horoscope

- -e.Walker-Furches Vows To Be Read ---

Deatt_)

these coupons This offer good thru April 5 1981

5
991ine chopped steak, cooked lust
the way you like it Served with
Salad Bar your choice of Bakeil
Potato or Fries & Stockade
•
Toast

49

Crisp on the Outside tender ,n
the middle Served with Salad
Bar, choice of Baked Potato or
Fr,PS & Stockade Toast

s
r goo.1
r
o'esernol So, .A

g

SIRLOIN STOCKADE.

g

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

I. ••••
Ge
ra
I2-Cl
ubStea
lc
ge 1
Dinne
rs
11.11er
A„Ment.0 German Sausage
served with Salad Bar Hickory
Sauce. Baked Potato or Fries
and Stockade Toast

Two or our most tender Club
Steaks. cooked lust the way you
l ike Served with Salad Bar
Baked Potato or Fries &
Stockade Toast

•

An. 5 non •

DO

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

•nte
Sirloin

-,sOnfor g000 ever art th.000n So'5 198.
take-oul Orden, G,,

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

mow I.I.
StealenStuff I

steak we ye built our
reputation on
thick & tender
lust the way you like
served with Salad Bar. Baked
Potato or Fries & Stockade
ra
o
cookedat.
rne

e
•

111

SIRLOIN STOCKADE. 1
4
11.

1.1 1111

Ile

Thick Chopped Steak
smothered in a delicious sauce
of cheese, peppers onions &
tomato Served with Salad Bar
Hot Baked Potato or Fries &
Stockade Toast
day r,,,,on Arn, '981 Cowen,nusi be

yood et.r
Onnirntenl h101 wal.d n CO,Nnaloon noth ot•n
on,,i or on
,alm OM Orden 0000 On.,0
,O.M.CMOnng 5,
5,.,, SIOnItsioc

SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
1.11

All menu items 12 price foe &Aaron under 19 when

11.11

1.11 ME&

accorripartied by an mink

$3995

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

P. 0. Box 27
Puryear, Tenn. 38251

Bel-Air Shopping Center

•
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Michael F. Fitzgerald, Richard Edmonds, and Eddie L. Chapman are new
recruits of the Murray based Company
D of Kentucky's 100th
Army Private Bobby F. Kirks, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Euel F. Kirks, was
graduated from an eight weeks supply
clerk course at Fort Polk, La.
Deaths reported include Ewell G.
Miller, Bob Moore, and Earon M.
Searcey.
Steve McCuiston, Carolyn Scott, San-Ira Lee Stark, Jmnimy Ray Jarrett, and
Jimmy Burkeen were junior area winners, and Jannette Jarrett and Karen
Alexander were senior area winners at
the 1970-71 Four-H Area Achievement
Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Williams of Dexter Route 1 are observing their 63rd
wedding anniversary today.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Garland, Feb. 10.
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Oakley,
Feb. 19.
Dr. Marshall Gordon spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Civitan tub.

A Tribute To
George E. Overbey
One of Murray's most
distinguished lawyers and
founder and senior partner of
the law firm, Overbey Overbey
& Overby, George E. Overbey,
Sr., died on Friday.
Mr. Overbey, Sr., had served
as state senator for three terms
from 1947 to 1951 and from 1955
to 1963. During those terms he
was chairman of a committee
that investigated the state's
penal, mental and charitable
institutions. He also served as
senate protem for one term.
Before being elected state
senator, he was elected as attorney for Calloway County.
The Murray lawyer had been
instrumental in having shown
in court proceedings that
Nathan B. Stubblefield of Murray was the inventor of radio,

and was also one of the
founders of the first radio station in Murray.
Mr. Overbey, Sr. was a
member of the Calloway County, Kentucky, and American
Bar Associations, along with
the Murray Rotary Club, Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons, the Shriners,
and the First United Methodist
Church. He served in the Armed Forces in World War II and
was a member of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars.
We extend our deepest sympathy to his wife, Dorothy, his
three sons — Geo. Edward, Jr.,
Robert Key, and Wm. Donald
Ovebey — his sister, Mrs.
Harold Lumsden, and his seven
grandchildren.

Letter To The Editor
Huddleston's Update
Dear Editor :
Now that the 9th Congress has been
committee
constituted
and
assignments have been made,I thought
I would bring you up to date on my own
assignments and fill you in on some of
the changes that have occurred.
I• now rank 36th in overall Senate
seniority. This is rather surprising considering. that my Senate tenure has
been only eight years, but the turnover
in the past four elections has been
tremendous.
Republicans, of course, now control
the Senate. This means that Democrats
who formerly were chairmen of corn-mittees and subcommittees are now
ranking minority members. But for the
fact that the Democrats lost control of
the Senate, I would be chairman of the
Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry
Committee. Instead, I am the ranking
Democrat.
I am the ninth-ranking Democrat on
the Appropriations Committee and
second-ranking on both the Small
Business and Intelligence Committees.
In addition. I have been appointed to
the Democratic Policy Committee, a
group of senators who meet regularly to
recommend policy for Democratic
senators.
While becoming a member of a
minority patty takes a little getting used to, as a practical matter my ability
to influence legislation has actually increased as a result of my overall increase in seniority. In addition to
becoming ranking Democrat on the full
Agriculture Committee, my other subcommittee assignments have improved.
Party affiliations naturally affect
many things in the Senate, for most
matters are decided on the basis of
issues, friendships, coalitions, and
home-state considerations. I have
always been able to work with my
.Republican Colleagues, and consequently. I do not expect the change to
significantly affect my work.
•

The nature of my committees —
especially Agriculture, Small Business,
and Intelligence — is pretty much
bipartisan. The Appropriations Committee also generally tends not to be a
focal point for ideological or partisan
fights.
On the Agriculture Committee, I will
retain ranking status on the
Agricultural Production, Marketing
and Stabilization of Prices Subcommittee, which has jurisdiction over tobacco
and commodit:y legislation. I will also
be an ex officio member of all the other
subcommittees.
On Appropriations, I have relinquished my ranking status on the Military
Construction Subcommittee to become
ranking on the Housing and Urban
Development and Independent Agencies Subcommittee. This subcommittee
handles the budgets of HUD,NASA,National Science Foundation, Federal
Emergency Management AgencY, Consumer Cooperative Bank, National
Credit Union Administration,.Revenue
Sharing, Veterans Administration and
others.
Other
subcommittee
assignments are Defense: Energy and
Water Development; and Interior. I
could not have four better subcommittee assignments.
On Small Business, I become the
ranking Democrat on the Export Subcommittee. I am also a member of the
Subcommittee on Regulation.
On Intelligence, I am the ranking
Democrat on the Foreign Operations
Subcommittee, which will oversee
covert operations of our intelligence
agencies. I will also be a member of the
Legislative Branch Subcommittee.
I am very pleased with my committee and subcommittee assignments,
especially since they correlate so well
with Kentucky interests. The only complaint I have is a shortage of time to
deal with each of them as much as I
would like.
Sincerely,
Walter D. Huddleston

Washington Today
By WALTER R. MEARS
Al'Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON AP — A warning,
gentle but unmistakable, was built into
President Re.agan's economic message
to o(•ongress: the voters expect action to
curb inflation and federal spending —
and he means to see that they get it.
The tone is likely to get tougher as the
White House joins the budget battle for
841.4 billion in spending cuts next year,
vdth a formidable lobby lined up to oppose Reagan.
The beneficiaries and the congressional allies of 81 3 programs marked for
curtailment by Reagan will be marshaling their forces to hold on to what
they've got. That lineup is going to include interest groups ranging from people who get food stamps to people who
go boating, from airline passengers to
dairy farmers to patrons of the arts.
All of them are going to lose some or
all of their federal subsidies if Reagan
gets his way.
"I'm sure there will be some who will
raise the familiar old cry — don't touch
my program -- cut somewhere else,"
Reagan told Congress.
There already are.
"I hope I've made itplain that our approach has been even-handed. that only
the programs of the truly deserving
needy remain untouched," he said.
The problem is that conservative

•

"'Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Republicans and liberal Democrats
have different ideas about who is truly
deserving and who is needy. The
Democrats put a lot more people in
those categories, and they've been in
charge for years.
Theirs is the course Reagan wants to
reverse, with an austerity spending
program that would define the limits of
federal government in conservative
terms.
The question is, are we simply going
to go down the same path we've gone
down before — carving out one special
program here and another special program there" he said Wednesday night.
•I don't think that is what the American
people expect of us. More important, I
don't think that is what they want."
Reagan spoke as a president with a
mandate, the easy victor over a
Democrat whose leadership foundered
on the same economic woes the
Republican administration now promises to cure.
One month into his term, Reagan's
popularity rating is high. His political
powers have just been proven at the
polls. His standing has not yet been tarnished by the setbacks and controversies that inevitably go with the office.
All that will change; at least it has for
every one of isis predecessors
There is no better season for a president to ask for it all

20 Years Ago

hEARTIINE
ileartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a .self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: When it comes to
wills, what is probate, exactly? I have
had 10 different people tell me 20 different things. K.E.
ANSWER: Probate is the court process that determines the validity of a

KentuckyCloseup

person's will, and supervises the administration of the estate. If the will is
formal and valid, the process is easy
and the time an estate spends in probate is short. If the will is contested, the
court cost and time spent processing
the estate can be considerable. Once an
estate moves out of probate, it becomes
a matter of public reeord and cannot be
changed. Here's how it works,step-by-step:
When you die, your lawyer contacts
the executor and heirs to your estate
and arranges a meeting for the reading
of the will. Everyone at the meeting
agrees or disagrees to the validity of
the will and executor. Then the ex-

By George Racket

Down The Novel Road
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A. Goff
Bedford lives, loves, and dies a little
with each character that he creates.
He has created a lot of them over the
years. There are outlines or dozens of
pages of 50 novels scattered around the
house, where Bedford's typewriter
begins clacking shortly after 4 a.m.
each morning.
"I like to work on two plots at a time.
If I hit a rut or a stop sign on one, I shift
over to the other and keep going," said
Bedford.
He learned long ago that anyone who
writes a book and tries to get it published will be traveling a road that's lib_
tered with disappointments.
"My luck is changing now," he said,
"I've got a major publisher (Doubleday ) interested in two of my stories.
You can bet I'm excited."
He is already in print with a novel,
"The Life and Times of a Killer," has
written numerous religious tracts, plus
a history of Clark County, Ky.
The hard-hitting novel, which Bedford subsidized and began distributing
himself last fall, was finished 25 years
ago and later revised because one
publisher found the plot too depressing.
The tale isn't autobiographical but
reflects bits and pieces of his
background. "It is a mosaic of things I
have gone through or people I have encountered."
The central character is based on a
serge-ant • whom Be-dford knew while
serving with the paratroopers during
World War II. He says little about his
kar experiences but talks freely about
what he's accomplished "in the 61
years I've been on this earth."
He was born in Hamilton. Mo., but
claims close kinship with Winchester
and Clark County.
"I think every third person in the
county is a cousin," said Bedford, who
still preaches at the Bethlehem Christian Church where his grandmother
was married and his greatgrandfather
served as deacon.
As a child, he survived bouts with
tuberculosis and polio and went on to
study at 25 schools, colleges and
seminaries, acquiring four degrees, including a doctorate in divinity from the
Lexington Theological Seminary.
Why so much education? "It's a good
way to put your life in order. I always
returned to school when I got sick and
tired of the way things were going."
He held pulpits in Georgia and South
Carolina and one of the first thirfgs he
did after accepting a new church "was
to go back and read the old newspapers
to find out what had been happening to

Bible Thought
Unto thee, 0
soul. Psalm 25:1

Lord, do I lift

up my

No privilege will be more reward.
mg today than quiet moments spent
with our lord. Draw near to Him He
desires to bring to you a blessing

the people in the town. You might call
this a cram course in history."
After Bedford settled in this state, he
operated a dairy farm for 20 years.
•'I milked cows up to three years ago
then decided to rent out the dairy in
order to devote more time to my
manuscripts."
Among them may be one that would
put A. Goff Bedford's name on the bestseller list.

ecutor chooses an attorney to act in
court during the probate proceedings.
This person is merely a legal representative: the executor still remains in
charge of administering the estate.
Next, the court asks for proof of the
will's authenticity. One or two of the
original witnesses sign an affidavit certifying your will is authentic, and it is
formally admitted by the probate court.
The court then issues a certificate to the
executor authorizing the actual
disposal of your estate.
The executor then takes inventory of
your assets. Everything in safe deposit
boxs, bank accounts, strong-boxes, and
your desk is included. Everyth•ig is
brought out into the open.
Then the court formally hears your
will, and an inheritance tax appraiser
values your estate in relationship to
state inheritance taxes.
At the same time, all of your heirs .
and creditors must be notified of your
death. The executor must have the
date, time, place of the first probate
hearing published in the local
newspaper.) State laws vary, but
anyone with possible claims against
your estate may take from four months
to a year to come forward. Until that
time has elapsed, the court will not
allow the assets to be distributed to
your heirs,. The executor pays all taxes and
claims, and once the probate judge is
satisfied that everything is in order, a
final decree that authorizes the
destribution of the legacies is signed.

Business Mirror

By JOHN ClUNNIFF

Economic Times
NEW YORK I AP o — This is prime
time for the economic experts, as
sometimes they are mistakenly Called.
In the Reagan economic scenario they
have something to dissect, and they Will
peck away voraciously.
From the universities and think tanks
and op-ed pages they will have their
say. They will sympathize and criticize.
They will condescend to explain how
ideas are naive and why programs
can't work.
Supporting economists, primed for
the battle, will answer in kind. They
will be learned, provocative, intolerant,
and outraged.
Economists who hadn't been heard
from in ages will feel resurrected, and
they will write pontifical reports on the
similarities and differences between
now and then. They'll tell you what
they'd do, and while doing it they'll
make a final attempt to correct what
they see as an unfair historical
representation of their views and
deeds.
In the past week, the president of the
United States has presented for consideration the most sweeping economic
program since President Roosevelt and
the Great Depression of the '30s.
It was presented as a vast unit, its
parts intricately related in an organic
whole that reveals the whole politicaleconomic philosophy, of the new president. For economists, it is a feast, not a
tidbit.
From Columbia you will hear from
Professor
Raymond Saulnier
Eisenhower). Professor Walter Heller
Kennedy will critique from Minnesota. Kenneth Galbraith Kennedy)
will report from Harvard. Professor
Paul McCracken iNixoni will write
from Michigan. Professor Herbert
Stein (Nixon) will declaim from
Virginia, and Professor Herman Kahn
(Carter)from Cornell.
There will be special commentary
from Columbia Professor Arthur
Burns, because he served both as adviser to President Eisenhower and
chairman of the Federal Reserve, and
because, correctly or mistakenly, he is
seen as the epitome of responsible conservattgrn
Milton Friedman, who carefully
avoided the Washington scene and who,
therefore, has avoided being branded

as one whose policies failed, will be
sought by the media because of his
strong conservative views, his independence,and his popularity with the
masses.
You will even be hearing from Adam
Smith, Karl Marx, John Stuart Mills,
and John Maynard Keynes — by way of
self-appointed proxies.
But out of all this, what good will
come to the people of America?
Robert Lekachman, an economist
who examines other economtsts, has
written a book on_ the subject called
"Economists At Bay," subtitled, "Why
the experts will never solve your problems."
He begins with a question: "When
bright people say stupid things, the
question inevitably arises, why is their
perception of reality so blurred? Good
economists are bright men and
women."
You get the gist without waiting for
his conclusion. Economists, he says, do
not always address themselves to what
is significant,and when they do, dry do
not always make significant coniribulions.
What economists must do, he suggests, is "rethink old assumptions, old
certainties,and old emphases."
But don't bet on it. Chances are that
what you hear over the next few years
will be a rechewing of old arguments.
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Eight inches of rain fell in Murray
and Calloway County on Feb. 21 with
damage to roads and property running
.nto thousands of dollars.
The final sale of dark fired tobacco
will be held March 2, according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
Randy Patterson, Larry Hurt, Jimmy Story, and Charles Paschall,
debaters at Calloway County High
School, with Mrs. Buron Jeffrey as
coach, participated in the Paducah
Tilghman High School Debate Tourna.nent.
A program of Civil War Music will be
presented by the Murray State College
Band, directed by Prof. Paul Shahan,
and A Capella Choir, directed by Prof.
Robert Baar. on Feb. 24 in the college
auditorium.
Wilma Vandever, district leader,
spoke at the meeting of the Calloway
County Homemakers organization.
Mrs. W. A. Ladd is president and Mrs.
Max Smotherman is secretary.
Mrs. Demus Futrell is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. J. C. Calfee, in
Washington, D.C.

30 Years Ago
Barney Weeks, owner of Triangle
Inn, was the first person called on to
contribute blood from the "living blood
bank" that was started by the local
. chapter of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars and the daily Ledger & Times.
Deaths reported include J. D. Murphy,80.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Rescue Squad-`We're''Fia'rold Dg1as,
Van Barnett, James`,.Johnson, John
Shroat, Dr. Gerald Gordon, and W. B.
Moser.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Luke Cooper on Feb. 17, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Savella, Feb. 18,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Drane,
Feb. 18, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Outland, Feb. 19.
The Murray Church of Christ will present J. T. Marlin of Mayfield in an illustrated lecture of Europe and The Holy Land tonight at 7 p.m.
Bologna is listed at 25 cents per pound
in the ad for the U-Tote-Em Supc:
Market.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 23, the 54th
day of 1981. There are 311 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 23, 1954, the first mass ir
oculation of children with Salk antipolio vaccine began in Pittsburgh.
On this date:
In 1836, the siege of the Alamo began.
in San Antonio, Texas. In 1933, Japan began its occupation of
China north of the Great Wall.
Ten years ago: The International
Conference of Jews opened in Brussels,
Belgium.
Five years ago: Patricia Hearst invoked the constitutional guarantee
against self-incrimination 42 times at
her bank robbery trial.
One year ago: Republican presidential contenders Ronald Reagan and
George Bush met for a one-to-one
debate in Nashua, N.H.
Today's birthdays: Greek Premier
Constantine Karamanlis is 74.
Reporter-historian William Shirer is 77.
Thought for today; Only a mediocre
persgn is always at his best
British
novelist W. SomerSet Maugham ( 18741965.
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& PORECAST
230-Pound Duroc Judged As
On-Foot Grand Champion

THE WINNERS — These were the exhibitors of the top hogs in the on-foot competition Monday at the West Kentucky Market Hog Show and Carcass Contest at
Murray State University. From the left, Glenn Slack, Guthrie, winner of the youth lightweight division; Brent Bennett, Eddyville, exhibitor of the Grand Champion and youth
heavyweight winner: Doug Sharp, Kirksey, adult heavyweight winner; and Kenny
Knott, Dexter, adult lightweight winner.

Kentucky Reaps Benefits
From Tobacco Industry
Kentucky has reaped enor- designated as alkaloids.
mous benefits from the tobac- Nicotine is the habit-forming
co industry in the state. constiuent of tobacco.
There has been considerable
Tobacco is grown in 118 of the
120 counties of Kentucky, research conducted on tobacmaking us the second largest co by many universities.
tobacco growing state in the Several projects have dealt
nation in terms of crop value. with diseases, as they can be
Kentucky produces 20 percent serious at all stages of tobacco
of the nation's smoking tobac- production, for example in the.
co, 40 percent of the chewing plant bed, in the newly
tobacco, 12 percent of the little transplanted field, during
cigars, and about 3 percent of growth of the crop in the field,
and during curing. Root
the large cigars.
Tobacco belongs to the diseases and virus diseases
nightshade family of plants. pose the greatest threats to
The scientific name of the tobacco production. .
There will be a tobacco protobacco of commerce is nicotiana tobacum. The name duction meeting, Wednesday,
honors the French am- March 4 at 10 a.m. at the West
bassador Jean Nicot, who is Kentucky Livestock and Excredited with introducing position Center. The chemical
tobacco to the Queen • of company will sponsor a free
lunch. There will be UniversiFrance.
Tobacco is distinguished by ty of Kentucky specialists as
its content of a nitrogen - con- well as tobacco association
taining compound called leaders to talk about the
nicotine, which belongs to a future of tobacco as well as
class
of
compounds some of the production practices.

"SERVING THE
gras
n ENTIRE PURCHASE
P
AREA"

4111,

Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain & Seed

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V, 753-3404
i

'Grain
Merchandising

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

Meat Cut Quiz

Q.
A.

What is the name of this
cut of meat?
Pork Loin Back Ribs.

Q.

Where do they come
from? How are they
identified?
A. Back ribs come from the
blade and center. sections
of the pork loin with the
back and blade bones
and loin muscle removed.
Often they are cut into
serving-size pieces for
retailing.

Q.
A.

How are they prepared?
Pork back ribs can be
roasted I baked I, braised,
broiled or cooked in liquid. To broil, place ribs
on rack in broiler or on
grill so surface of meat is
5 to 6 inches from the
heat. Broil at moderate
temperature 1 to 1 /
1
4
hours, turning occasionally. Brush with sauce
or glaze the last 20 to 30
minutes, if desired. To
braise ribs in the oven,
place on rack in roasting
pan, cover tightly and
bake in moderate oven
(350°F. 2 to 2½ hours.
Brush with glaze and
bake uncovered the last
15 minutes, if desired.

HENDEELSON, Ky. 1API —
County's
Henderson
agricultural base will cease to
exist if three synthetic fuel
plants are built in the area,according to city-county planner
Bob Thomas.
Thomas told Henderson
Fiscal Court that the amount
of land the plants would require, plus the land that would
be taken up by satellite industries and houses, would
change the county's economy
from agricultural to energyrelated.
And he predicted that
farmers most likely would
yield to the temptation to sell
prime farm land for the inflated prices industry can offer.
Farm land, he said Monday

'
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THAT'S YOUR HEINOLD MANAGER!

DV AVAII ARS

Heinold's network of markets across the
midwest and south, which gives him valuable
insight on price trends for coming months. In
many locations, your Heinold manager can
help you obtain quality feeder pigs at
competitive prices.
you're in the hog business, it pays to
know your local Heinold manager. He offers a
big hog check — and more!

CALL
COLLECT

structor at Lyon County High
School, "there just aren't going to be many hogs shown.Immediately following the
on-foot judging, which was
handled by Kevin Ellis, a
Boyle County producer, the
hogs were taken to the
Reelfoot Packing Co. at Union
City, Tenn., to be slaughtered
and the carcasses graded and
judged. Judging the carcasses
was Dr. Gary Parker of the
University of Kentucky.
Winners of the carcass con-

Fancy Farm
502-623-6304

night, is what developers are
looking for.
"They want land that's
cleared off and well drained.
It comes to the point the
farmer can't produce enough
on one acre to equal what he
can get for the land from a
developer."
Thomas said he believes the
county could co-exist with no
more than one synthetic fuel
plant.
"We've gotten to the point
that we're going to have to
make some decisions," he
said.
According to Thomas, the
decisions will have to be made
in six months, when a Comprehensive Land Use Plan and
a revised set of county zoning
regulations will be presented
to the magistrates for approval.
The county planning office
has been working for over a
year on updating the land use
plan, and for six months on the
new zoning regulations.
Thomas said the previous
plans are outdated and would
not hold up in court.
He said the land use plan is a
guide for future growth, while
the zoning regulations are
designed "not to restrict a
land owner's use of his property but rather to protect his
neighbors."
Just how area farmers will
react to the new regulations is
"the $64,000 question,"
Thomas said.
"I hope they'll understand
that these are intended for
their benefit. Zoning doesn't
mean a farmer can't sell his
land to a developer. It does
mean he'll have to go through
a hearing process.
"The idea is for people to
realize that what they do with
their property can have a
serious effect on others.-

-

test will be announced
Thursday. Feb 19, at a 6 p.m.
banquet and awards program
at the Exposition Center
Loins of the top-graded carcasses also will be auctioned
at the awards program with
proceeds being used to help
defray expenses of the event.
Open to Kentucky pork producers, the show is sponsored
jointly by the Kentucky Council on Agriculture and the
Department of Agriculture at
Murray State.
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Only
agriculture
gets a share of
air

pie. Other
lenders
to slice their credit and time into a hot of
portions But we re different At PCA all our credit
funds are earmarked 'for agriculture only,'
Agncurtural credit ,s Our specialty And you can
count on us to have plenty of dollars and the time
to work out your production needs No matter
how you slice rt we still come up as agriculture s
most reliable source of financing

—

LAN D BAN K

oi:Juorei;7?1,
Outpost Office

We're agriculture's

At The

leading.lending hand
0 Lett talk!

Murray
PCA Office Building

Jackson Purchase
PCA

Hours:

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!

Murray

641 North

If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us'

753-5602

Our GREEN TAGS
Mean Your
GREENBACKS
Go A Lot Farther At
GOODYEAR!
wollb
wok,

SAVE WITH
CONFIDENCE!

Synthetic Fuel Plants
To Halt Agriculture Base

Your personal hog
marketing expert. . .

Hog producers know Heinold is the place
to go for a strong daily bid on all weights and
types of hogs. But have you ever taken
advantage of the other valuable services your
Heinold hog marketing expert offers?
Your Heinold manager can help you lock
in the price of hogs weeks in advarfee of
marketing time through Heinold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program. He's part of

A 230-pound Duroc, shown
by 12-year-old Brent Bennett,
Route 2, Eddyville, was judged the on-foot Grand Champion Monday at the 1981 West
Kentucky Market Hog Show
and Carcass Contest at Murray State University.
A student at Lyon County
Junior High School and son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Bennett, the
youth's entry also was judged
the top animal shown in the
youth heavyweight division of
the annual show.
Second place in the division
went to Brian Thompson,
Morganfield, and third to
Glenn Slack, Route 2, Guthrie.
Slack's 215-pound crossbred
animal also won top honors in
the youth lightweight division.
A junior at Todd Central High
School, he is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Slack, Guthrie,
Thompson's 200-pound entry
won second place, and another
Slack-grown animal, a 210pound crossbred, was third.
In the adult lightweight division, a 210-pound YorkshireDuroc crossbred, entered by
Kenny Knott, Route 1, Dexter,
was judged the top hog shown.
Errunie Bennett, Route 2,
Eddyville, had the secondplace hog with a 210-pound
crossbred, and another Kenny
Knott entry, weighing 210
pounds, was third.
The top hog shown in the
adult heavyweight division
was a 235-pound crossbred
animal entered by Doug
Sharp, Route 1, Kirksey.
Second place went to David
Gipson, Route 1, Boaz, with a
230-pound animal, and third
place to Tom Slack, Route 1,
Guthrie, also with a 230-pound
animal.
Eighty-five hogs were
entered in the events, approximately 100 less than in the
1980 show. The current low
market prices and high corn
prices were economic factors
given as contributing to the
low turnout.
"With corn at $3.50 a bushel
and hogs selling at 44 cents a
pound compared with a break
even point at about that same
figure," said Ray Fowler,
vocational agriculture in-
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Smith's Shooting Leads Racers To 57-53 Win

1

MSU Assured Of Second, Unbeaten Home Record
By DAVID HIBBIITS
Sports Editor
It took another throat clincher tor Murray State to do it.
but as 57-53 win over Akron
Saturday wrapped up sole
possession at second place in
the Ohio Valle Conference

and the first unbeaten season
at home since the 1968-69
season
The win also had to have
some extra meaning for senior
guard Jerry Smith, who led
the Racers in scoring for the
first time this season with 14

points while steadying the transferred here last season
direction of the offense
Despite the experience he
The crafty Smith was getLm -help-.carry the
ting only his second start of Racers through two rounds of
the season' as he became the the NIT last year, South had
outside shooting weapon MSU never really found his touch
coach Ron Greene had believ- until later in the season. And
ed he could be since he had this year, he had been overshadowed by the defensive
stalwart, freshman Brian
Stewart.
Even while Stewart and
sophomore guard I aniont
Sleets were teaming up for the
most spectacular play of the
night, and maybe even the
season, on an alley oop stuff
by the 5-10 Sleets. Smith was
giving the offense the patience
it needed against Akron's
lightning quick players.
It was the Zips' quickness
that lit the fuse for their early
12-4 and 14-6 leads.
But three jumpers from 20
feet and beyond by Smith had
the Racers back in a 16-16 tie
before MSU forwards Kenney
Hammonds and Glen Green
began to take over on the offensive boards and extend the
lead to 32-27 at halftime.
It could not have been the
final game at home, however.
without one last exhausted
lead and a close call at the
end.
Despite the Stewart-toSleets play that may not be
duplicated for some time, the
Racers'lead, reaching 44-31 at
one point, was down to one
with 52 seconds left in the
game.
But Harnmonds broke loose
for a breakaway that he softly
laid in the basket and, combined with Smith's two free
throws half a minute later,
sealed a perfect 10-0 season
for the Racers in Racer
Arena.

LIFTING ALL'S FEET, 10 INCHES ABOVE THE CYLINDER — MSU guard Lamont
Sleets
(10) gets his dunk in the final home game on an alley oop pass from" guard
Brian
Stewart. Sleets had to grab the rim to protect himself on the way down.

-These guys will wear you
out," MSU coach Ron Greene
about his team's giving the
capacity crowd one last thrill.
-I had a lot of respect for
Akron. They must be the best
8-18 team in the country.
.'I am real proud of the
things we have accomplished,
in view of the fact that we
have such a young team.
was so happy to see Jerry
shoot the ball like he did
tonight. That was really gratifying because he gives us
another dimension."
Smith underscored his own
accomlishments in his final
home game, but spoke with
the confidence of a player who
has gone through the tournament pressures before.
'A guess I had more confidence on my shots since it
was my last home game," he
said. When I am in there, I
try to show more patience and
help us work for the good shot.
"I think we can do all right
in the tournament as long as
we are patient and get the ball
inside. We need to make the
other teams foul us."
On the other side of Murray's multi-faceted win over
Akron, Sleets said that it was
the pass from Stewart that
allowed him to get the final
home game dunk that he has
.now patented In his two years
at Murray.'
"I thought Brian threw a
good pass," Sleets said. "It
was not that spectacular; it is
just called good execution."
Sleets may have been showing a little modesty as the play
required him to take the ball
almost behind the goal and
then hang on the rim for safety
after he had dropped the ball
through the net.
"I was really pumped up,"

KEEPING THE MEMPHIS STATE DEFENSE AT BAY — MSU
forward Mina Todd (41) was red hot for 23 points'as she
hit eight of 11 field gal attempts in the Lady Racers' 89-75
upset win.

Sleets said. "I thought I needed one a dunk at home,. Fortunately. I was able to before
the season was over."
As incredible as his effort
was in reaching the rim and
excerosing the timing for the
stunning shot, Sleets was glad
to have Smith returning to
form in time for the tourna-

"r

was glad to see Jerry
ploy well tonight. We are going to need him every night in
the tournament. He is capable
of having a big night.
"With him in the lineup, we
will be very quick and can
watch our turnovers. We will
be keep our defensive intensity. At 6-4, he is strong and will
be able to get some rebounds."
Against Akron, Smith was
getting an abundance of help
on the boards as Green and
Hammonds both reached double figures in a game for the
first time since the win over
Quincy this season as they
totaled 10 and 12 rebounds,
respectively.
*
"I think we have been doing
a good job on the boards since
the Memphis State game,"
Green said. "Kenney and I
have decided to work hard on
the boards.
"Akron reminded us a little
of Middle Tennessee. They got
down the floor quickly. Their
record surprised me — I
thought they would have won
more games."
Hammonds also realized the
necessity of going to the
boards, but he admitted that
the Racers have learned how
to handle the close games.
When it conies down to the
pressure, we do not even
panic," Hammonds said. "We
had to go to the offensive
boards. Glen did a great job on
the boards."
Like all the rest of the 10
CRASHING THROUGH FOR THE DUNK — MSU forward
wins at home this year, great
Walt Davis(42)scores over Akron's Lance Bates(21),
enough to get the job done.
MURRAY STATE 57, AKRON 23
Akron
Igm-• ftm-a rb pf tp
W Bates
.
3-3 3 3 11
4-14
J Jakubick
1-10
14 4 3 3
6-10
J. Pnce
00 8 5 12
Bates
8-15
3-4 7 1 19
R Brown
3-10
0-1 10 4 6
T. Spikes
1-2
0-0 1 1 2
J Barston
0-0
0-0 0 2 0
Team Rebounds
2
TOTALS
2141 7-12 35 19 $3
Percentages
37.7
58.3
• • •
Murray State
fgm-a ftm-a rb pi up
0 Green
4-12
1-4 10 2 9
K Hanimones
1-2 12 2 13
6-11
3
W. Davis .
1-5
1-3 6 2
1 Sleets
5-12
3 4 12
J.Smith
6-10
2-2 4 1 14
0
M McKinney
0-0
0-0 0 0
M. Bates
1-2
0-0 1 1 2
B Stewart
1-2
0-0 0 0 2
T Slaughter .
1-1
0-0 0 1 2
Team Rebounds
5
TOTAIS
25-50 7-13 41 13 57
Percentages,,
45.5 53.8
Akron
77 26 — 53
Murray State
32 25 — 57
Officials
Frank Sims and Elbert
Firlden Attendauct- 5,550 capacity I .
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Tickets For OVC
Tourney Ready
Tickets for the Ohio Valley
Conference
postseason
basketball tournament, to be
played at Western Kentucky
in Bowling Green March 6-7,
will go on sale in Murray today.
Murray State season ticket
holders will be given the first
priority to purchase the
tickets in Room 211 of Roy
Stewart Stadium.

From 1 p.m. today until the
same time tomorrow, only
MSU season ticket holders can
purchase tournament tickets.
After that, the tickets will be
available to the general
public.
The tickets must be purchased for the entire tournament. They are priced at $16
for 100 chair seats, $12 for
reservg seats and $8 for
general admission.
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Matt Photos Bs David Hibbitts

Todd Helps Lynn, McCracken For
89-75 Upset Of Memphis State
The Best Pizza In Town'Honest

Good News!
Mr. Gatti's
announces

"The Great Gatti's"
Tuesday Night
Spaghetti Special
Just right pastaWith delicious meat sauce
served with Pepperidge Farm garlic
bread
(With Dinner
Salad $1.69)

Tuesday Night
4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

By DAVID HIBBrITS
Sports Editor
Murray State's senior
guards, Laura I.ynn and
Janice McCracken, had
already combined to give the
women's basketball team
most of their memorable
plays and wins during the last
two years.
But Saturday night they
were given an extra lift from
freshman forward Mina Todd.
Todd's total presence was
Joined by 1.yrin and McCracken as the Lady Racers
won one of the most important
games for coach Jean Smith
and ended their 1980-81 season
with a stunning 89-75 upset of
Memphis State,
While Todd was destroying
the Memphis 2-3 zone by nailing shots from the corner
every time she was open,
I.ynn and McCracken were
assimilating all the games
they had played together for a
dazzling combined total of 17
assists and 35 points.
In a first half unparalleled
this season, the lady Racers
pulled away from the Lady
Tigers inexorably as they kept
building the lead until it had
reached 47-28 at halftime.
With 3:15 seconds left in the
half, I.ynn cleared a rebound

and found McCracken all
alone at the other end of the
court. The clearout pass
caught McCracken perfectly
in stride to put the lead at 3520.
Despite the efforts of Memphis State forward Linda
Street and center Kim Duppins, who scored 25 and 22
points, respectively, and
guard Jams Washer, a former
player at Murray High, the
Tigers' furious second half
rally was eventually halted.
Memphis State had cut the
lead, which had reached 21
points twice, at 49-28 and 51-30,
to 56-51 and had a chance to
cut it to three when Lynn grabbed a rebound and found McCracken breaking clear'near
midcourt again.
McCrorken's drive for the
layup, combined with more
outside shooting by the hot
MSU trio, kept the Racers
from kising any more of their
lead for the next four minutes.
After Street brought Memphis as close as it would come
at 68-64 on a free throw with
5,24 left, the Tigers' momentum finally faltered.
"I was not that worried as
long as we were matching
baskets with them," Smith
said about the Racers' not

allowing Memphis to extend
its momentum. "I knew they
would come back. but I did not
know at what point.
"We really went after this
game. I took a whole team effort to make this a win for the
seniors who are leaving.
"They were determined to
win it. It is a very pleasing
way to end our season."
The Lady Racers finish the
season with a 13-15 record,
recording the most wins since
the 1974-75 year when they
won 14 games.
While Todd was the leading
scorer for Murray with 23
points, Lynn's 16 points left
her as the all-time leading
MSU scorer with 1,735 points.
McCracken also finished her
career on a strong note as she
scored 19 points, hitting her
last seven free throws, and
dished out 10 assists.
Murray Rate
47 12 89
Memphis State
28 47 75
Morro,Slate 1191i — Jeanette Rowan 0
04 0. Diane Oakley 6 0-0 11. Cheri
Nagreslo 3 3-4 9, Janice McCracken 67.7
19,'aura Lynn 801 16, Nancy Flynn 1 002. Mina Tisld 7-7 21 lindgette Wye.
2 4-8 8. Lori Barrett 00-00. Marla Kelsch
0040
Memphis State itsi — !And& Street 11
1-625, Kqillia Peoples 0 000, Kim Duppins 11 8022. Marcia Monk 104 2. Linda
McKinnie 3 44 10, Ranee Fletcher 1 2-2
4 Lisa Dalton 1 04 2, Jai. Washer 32.3
II, Connie Collier 0000. Nancy temp I 0
01

Murray Supply Company &
"Delta" Faucet Company
Announce The Arrival Of
The New 1981 Delta Faucets
Come By Our Store
February 26th To Look
Over This New Line Of Delta
Faucets. A Factory Rep Will Be
Available From 7-11 To Answer
Any Questions You Might Have.
Wh.

FREE COFFEE & DONUTS
—ALSO
If You're The Fastest To Install A Delta Drain
At Our Counter, You'll Win $50.00
8. A Chance At $500.00.
So Come On Out And Beat The Clock

Murray Supply
Co.

208 E. Main

753-3361
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First Round Of Tourney
To Be North-South Battle

es

4

The Hilltoppers, 18-6 overall
and 12-2 in the OVC, bumped
F:as,crii Kentucky from a shot
at the postseason championship by beating the Colonels
78-62 Saturday night.
In other conference action
Saturday. Murray State
defeated Akron 57-53 and
Youngstown State beat Tennessee Tech 69-63. OVC teams
lust and won against Southern
Conference teams as
Tennessee-Chattanooga beat
Middle Tennessee 72-70, and
Morehead State defeated East
Tennessee 78-.11.
Craig McCormick led a

MHS Frosh Edged In Last Game

Allitaugi
t
The seniors on the Murray State men's and women's
basketball teams went out in style at Racer Arena Saturday while forwards Walt Davis (42) and Glen Green (21)
(below left) showed promise for the same occasion in
1983. The MSU seniors who led their teams to the wins
are Laura Lynn (above left), Janice McCracken- (above
right) and ferry Smith(below right).
Matt Photos By Dasod Hibbitts

MSU Final Home Games Induce The Best
-:•

By The Associated Press
The opening round of the
Ohio Valley Conference
basketball playoffs will be
something of a north-south
contest, with a pair of Kentucky teams matching shots
with a couple of Tennessee
squads.
•
League-leading Western
Kentucky plays host to Austin
Peay State in Bowling Green
on March 6, and Murray State
meets Middle Tennessee The
championship and consolation
games will follow on March 7,
also at Western Kentucky's
E.A. Diddle Arena.

•

The Murray freshman boys
team nearly upset Christian
County in the Christian County
postseason tournament this
weekend but fell short by a 4542 score.
Murray had rallied in the
third quarter to tie the score at
33-all and even had the game
tied in the final 30 seconds, but
Christian County free throws
put the game away.
The Tigers were hurt at the
free throw line, where they
were only able to cash in on
four of 15 attempts, while
Christian County sank 9 of

their 11 tries
"We played better in this
game than we have in any all
year," Murray- coach- Jerry
Shelton said. "We onl,, threw
the ball away a couple of times
against their press.
"Andy Parks and Trevor
Mathis had one of their better
games."
Murray finishes the season
with a 4-9 record.
Marra')
8 8 17 9 .4'
Chnstia Co
612 11 12--15
41.14wwwir42, — Stark lioggess Tope
insWagner 13, Ands Parks IS. Tress,
Math°,10. Rodnei Kei 0
Christian County
— Eians
iknii 8 Tit‘liir 12 59 5,1,

Four Goal-tending Calls
Not Enough To Stop UK

ward

•

itil the
, only
Ts can
[ekes.
vill be
neral

LEXINGTON, Ky. 1A13 —
Four goaltending calls against
Kentucky's Sam Bowie accounted for 28.6 percent of
Vanderbilt's Scoring from the
field, but Commodores Coach
Richard Schmidt wasn't hap.,
py•
-I thought there were
several more
shots
especially in thers-t half, that
were goaltending." Schmidt
said after Kentucky's 80-48
ninaway Saturday night. "If
you're going to let a 7-foot-2
man just stay around the
basket and bat things away,
then the game is always going
to be won by the team with
that kind of player. That's supposed to be the reason for
goaltending, I think."
The bad news for Vandy
didn't end with the fact that
the Commodores, even with
Bowie's help, managed just 14
field goaLs in the game. They

also had 14 shots blocked, including nine by Bowie.
The big sophomore led all
scorers with 19 points and all
rebounders with 15. but
Wildcats Coach Joe Hall said
he also was tops in non-free
throws.
"I really look forward to the
night when Bowie goes to the
line 100 times," Hall said.

balanced sconng attack with
21 points as the Whoppers
downed Eastern Kentucky
without giving up the lead.
McCormick was joined In
double figures by Tony Wilson
and Mike Reese, both with Pi
Bobby Jones added 11.
" BMX JOIleS and I "min)
Baker shared "teoring honors
for Eastern with 14 apiece
bile Anthony Conner had 12.
The loss putEastern's overall
record at 10-16 and gave the
Colonels a 7-7 finish in the
OVC.
Art McCullough scored 24
points to lead Youngstown
State over Tennessee Tech at
Cookeville to end Tech's first
season under Coach Toni
Deaton
Enc.Smith arid James Jones
:onibined for 38 points a,
Tennessee-Chattanooga nipped Middle Tennesseee.
Smith, who hit 20 points, and
Jones, who got 18. gave the
Southern Conference Mocs
slight offensive edge in the
game's second half after seeing the score tied' 38-all at the
intermission.
The senior forwards got
scoring help from teammates
Willie White, who hit for 13
points, and Nick Morken, who
collected 10.
The Blue Raiders were led
by Rick Campbell, who poured
in 20 points, and by. Jerry
Beck, who got 16 points along
o. ith a game-high 10 rebounds.
Chris Harris, with 12 points.
and Edward Perry, who col_lected 11, were. Middle Tennessee's other double-figure
scorers.
Senior guard John Solomon
scored 10 of his 12 points in the
second half to lead Morehead
State past East Tennessee of
the Southern Conference..
„Greg Coldiron led a balanced scoring attack for the
Eagles with 15 points. Eddie
Childress followed with 1'1 and
Arthur Sullivan, a freshman
walk-on.contributed 10 points.

Danny M.Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372

purIurnaat $16
12 for
B for

Calloway Teams Split In Tourney
The Calloway County noddle school ;iris basketball
team reached its peak Saturday night, according to coach
Peter O'Rourke, as it defeated
North Marshall, 35-26, to win
the championship game of its
postseason tournament.
Amy Bryan led the way for
Calloway as she scored 12
points and grabbed a careerhigh 10 rebounds.
This was by far a super

game for her," O'Rourke said
about Bryan's performance.
Despite North Marshall's efforts to stop Terri Malcolm
and
Lisa Hopper, the
Calloway duo scored nine
points apiece while Malcolm
grabbed 13 rebounds and Hopper six.
"Hopper and Malcolm were
the workhorses for us,"
O'Rourke said. They had a

lot of pressure on them all
In the boss championship
year"
game of the Calloway County
Anita Hill helped the middle school tournament. the
takers' attack with four I.akers were narrowly
points, five steals and three defeated by Benton. 4240,
rebounds.
.$aturslay.
_
..
•
canow•y Co.
J 13 ; 10
35
Calloway hit 53 percent of its
No Marshall
. 4 4 10 8 26
field
goals
to
Benton's
42 perCalloway County 135; — Amy Bryan
12. Tern Malcolm 9. Lisa Hopper 9, cent while outrebounding the
Anita Htfl 4, Tracy Eldridge 0. Rhonda
winners, 26-18, but did not
Lee 1.
have an opportunity to go to
North Marshall aft — Beth Karnes 12.
Coidy Strnee 8, Starla Waldrop 4. Jen. the free throw line.
niter Harrell 2. Nicole Rolachoed O.
The Lakers were led in rebounding by Frank Wise with
eight and John Mark Potts
with seven.
"I think we surprised them
with our :1-2 zone," Calloway
coach Burch Kinsolving said.
They have two fine outside
shooters and we did a good job
of keeping pressure on them.
The difference in the game
was the turnovers. Their press
bothered us and we got
careless with our ball handling a few times."
Tues. through Sun.

SPECIAL

CASH
SAVINGS
DIRECT
FROM GM
AND YOUR
GM DEALER

Colonial House
Smorgasbord
641 North

mARTIHU
19

753-2700

is still serving those delicious buffet meals!
(closed Mon.) PLUS we've added some specials for the not-sohungry. . .
Try our soup-sandwiches-salad bar-day or nite

GM will give $500 or $700 to anyone who buys
and
takes delivery of selected 1981 models This is on
top of
our best deal. If you like, the $500 or $700
can be
applied immediately to the purchase price. But
hurry,
this offer ends March 19, 1981 and our
supplies ore
limited. Come in now. Get o great deal. And great cosh
savings to boot.
Piko•
Sie•
don:rift on O., oiioieoiwio

Callowio in
8 10 12 In
Benton
9 6 12 I •
,
Callimay I .,rn,i iIi — Todd
12, Brad Skinner 12. John Mark
W Foster 6, Joe Dale Corti 2. Fraid
Wise°. Mark Waldrop°
Reel** et!, — Swath 16, Cox 9. Parkin
8. Smithmter 5. t'arper 4

14-

Evening Specials
Tues. - ham hocks, beans, cornbread
Wed. - chicken livers, vegetables
Thurs. - spaghetti, salad, garlic bread
Fri. - catfish, F.F., slaw, hushpuppies

Visa

Mosterellorp

Banquet rooms available

See or Coll

ACT NOW! OFFER LIMITED!

Ed West
Al

Porker Ford

New Or Used
Cars or Trucks

PURDOM

"Vow '11 So
Dollars Aimed
if Vow
Dool With Id"
Office 153-5273
MONO. 753-3054

. .
e. •

A•siLas &rim r

Customer. be Oer
Imo C•acirrn

Satithad

1406 West Main-753-5315

1101 ITL-1111A
Tw.

i%-,

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
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Notre Dame's Wins Over No. 1,
Unbeaten Teams Almost Old Hat
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It's getting to be old hat for
Digger Phelps
"It's never the same the second time around," says the
Notre Dame basketball coach.
Or the third, fourth or fifth,
etc.
For still another time, the
righting Irish pulled off one of
their patented, headlinemaking victories Sunday .
They beat top-ranked Virginia
this time, 57-56, on a last-gasp
jump shot by Orlando
Woolridge, who claimed. -I
never made a bigger basket.The triumph by the 11thranked Irish broke the nation's longest streak by a Division 1 college basketball team,
28 games dating back to last
year But you can understand
why Phelps has become so
nonchalant about such things
for the Irish, these highprofile triumphs have become
traditional.
The biggest one of all, of
course, was on Jan. 19, 1974,
when they stopped UCLA's
record 88-game winning
streak 71-70 at South Bend. On
other occasions, the Irish ended UCLA's 115-game nonconference streak at home in
1976, ended- San Francisco's
29-game streak in 1977 when
the Dons were No. 1 and beat
DePaul in 1980 when the Blue
Demons brought a 25-0 record
and No. 1 ranking into Notre
Dame's Athletic and Convocation Center.
With the end of the
Cavaliers' string, Louisiana
State emerged with the nation's longest Division I streak
at 25 games - including Sunday's 67-57 triumph over
Texas ULM. The fourthranked Tigers clinched the

Southeastern
Conference
Jeff Junes had made one. ,tr
championship by beating No 8 two free throws to give
Tennessee 66-65 Saturday .
Virginia a 56-53 lead with 35
In other action Saturday, seconds left. Then Notre
No. 2 Oregon State routed Dame's John Paxson cut the
Washington State 81-53, No. 3 lead to 56-55 with two free
DePaul stopped Marquette 78- throws before the frantic win71: fifth-ranked Wake Forest dup. The loss left Virginia's
as upset to) 20th-ranked record at 23-1 this year, while
Maryland 9440; No. 6 UCLA the Irish improved to 20-4,
lost 14 7442 decision to Stan- marking the sixth straight 20ford; No. 7 Arizona State turn- win season under Phelps.
ed back Arizona 71.66; ninthHoward Carter was the key
rated Utah downed Texas-El figure for 1;W Sunday. He
Paso 69-59 and No. 10 Ken- scored nine of his teamtuck!, defeated Vanderbilt 80- leading 21 points during a 15-2
48.
burst that carried the Tigers
Also, No. 12 Iowa trimmed from a five-point deficit to an
Purdue 67-62; 13th-ranked eight-point lead midway
North Carolina whipped Clem- through the first half. The
son 75-61: 14th-rated Wichita Tigers were on their way to
State beat Creighton 83-70; their 26th victory in 27 games.
15th-ranked Illinois downed
ISU's leading scorer, forMichigan State 82-62; No. 16 ward Rudy Macklin, was held
Indiana tripped Minnesota 74- to just four points - wel
63; 17th-ranked Brigharr below his 17.2 average - but it
Young stopped New Mexico didn:t seem to bother the
78-72; Northwestern upset No. Tigers.
18 Michigan 74-70 and No. 19
"We just eliminated
I-apar turned back Arkansa
Macklin from the offense and
State 89-69.
used him as a decoy,- said
Notre Dame came out on toi I.-SU Coach Dale Brown.
with the help of a Cavalier "When Macklin isn't scoring,
blunder. With 10 seconds left Carter will. If Carter isn't getand Virginia leading 56-55, the ting his, then somebody efse
Cavs' Lee Raker failed to get will."
the ball in play within five
On Saturday, Macklin had
seconds, turning it over to the 19 points against Tennessee
Irish. After a timeout, and
Leonard
Mitchell
Woolridge missed a backhand delivered two free throws with
layup and Kelly Tripucka was seven seconds left to clinch
stripped of the ball before he I.SU's second SEC title in
could shoot. Woolridge then three years.
grabbed the ball and hit the
"Thank goodness we made
winning shot from about 16 our clutch free throws when
feet.
we had 'to," said Brown.
"I grabbed the ball, turned "These kids have given me a
and shot and I didn't think whole new outlook on
about it until I saw it went coaching. It's just been a fine
through the hoop," noted year."
Woolridge, who said he didn't
Oregon State had no prorealize the impact of what he blem at all in beating Pacifichad done "until about 800 peo- 10 colleague Washington State
ple jumped on me."
as Steve Johnson scored 21

points and Ray Blume 19. The
Beavers, only unbeaten Division I team left in the country,
led by no less than 12 points in
the second half en route to
their 22nd triumph.
DePaul beat Marquette
behind a 24-point performance
by Mark Aguirre and rolled to
its 23rd victory in 24 games.
Albert King scored 26 points,
including 10 in a gamebreaking 19-3 burst late in the
game,to help Maryland upset
Wake Forest.
Keith Jones scored 23 points
to lead Stanford over
beleagured UCLA, playing
without forward Kenny Fields
and under the shadow of
rumors that Coach Larry
Brown was headed for the
pros.
"This is the best game of my
life," said Jones, who also had
four assists and three steals.
•'I could see the UCLA players
with stares in their eyes. I
knew we could do it."
Alton Lister had 21 points
and 15 rebounds as Arizona
State beat Arizona; Danny
Vranes' 17 points paced Utah
over Texas El Paso; Kentucky
walloped Vanderbilt as Sani
Bowie scored 19; Kenny Arnold hit four free throws down
the stretch to pace Iowa over
Purdue; Al Wood's 23 points
led North Carolina past Clemson; Antoine Carr had 26 as
Wichita date beat Creighton;
Illinois downed Michigan
State behind Craig Tucker's 21
points; Indiana beat Minnesota as Ray Tolbert got 19;
Danny Ainge and Fred
Roberts each scored 19 points
to lead BYU over New Mexico; Rod Roberson scored 21
as Northwestern stunned
Michigan and Mike 011iver's
29 points led Lamar over
Arkansas State.

Lakers' Sixth Man Saves 96-93 Win

Cooper Has Been Silver Lining
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
If there has been a silver lining to the dark cloud that was
Ea rvin "Magic" Johnson's
knee injury, it has been the
rapid development of Michael
Cooper of the Los Angeles
Lakers.
The slender,6-foot-6 Cooper.
Los Angeles' sixth man in its
run to the National Basketball
Association championship last
season, inherited Johnson's
guard spot in the starting
lineup after the Magic man
got hurt Nov.18 and has helped
th, Lakers to a
record
since then.
Cooper had two steals and
one blocked shot in the final
Iwo minutes Sunday,and fed a
perfect pass to Kareem AbdulJabba r for the go-ahead
basket with 58 seconds to play
as the Lakers edged the New
York }crudes 96-93.
The Lakers expect Johnson

7-16

to return to action Friday the Houston Rockets
night, but will be able to bring outscored the Seattle Superhim along slowly because Sonics 111-96; the Portland
Cooper is playing so well. At Trail Blazers edged the InNew York he had 12 points on diana Pacers 113-109 in over6-for-9 shooting, nine re- time; the San Antonio Spurs
bounds, seven assists, four nipped the Denver Nuggets
steals and one blocked shot.
133-129 in ov,ertime, and the
Abdul-Jabbar led
the San Diego Clippers beat the
Lakers with 32 points and
Utah Jazz 108-93.
Jarnaa I Wilkes and Norm NixSuns 116, 76ers 110
on added 19 apiece. Reserve
Walter Davis scored eight of
guard Mike Glenn was New
his 20 points in the final period
York's high scorer with 19.
as Phoenix beat Philadelphia
The victory kept the [Akers in a matchup of conference
within 4'2 games of first-place leaders. Davis got six points in
Phoenix in the Pacific Divi- a 10-2 spurt that gave the Suns
sion race. The Suns beat a 94-84 lead with 7:33 to play
Philadelphia 116-110.
and the 76ers never caught up.
In other NBA games, the
Mavericks 132, Nets 109
Dallas Mavericks beat the
Dallas broke a 15-game losNew Jersey Nets 132-109; the ing streak as guard Oliver
Golden State Warriors downed
Mack scored 28 points. Mack
the Kansas City Kings 104-96; helped the Mays to a 27-13 lead
the Atlanta Hawks defeated
in the first 82 minutes and the
the Chicago Bulls 121-116; the 'Nets never caught up.
Milwaukee Bucks topped the
Dallas' record is now 9-55,
Washington Bullets 112-103;
and the expansion club needs

LETS GET
AMERICA
ROLLING!
See One Of
Our Friendly
Sales Staff...
Mickey Boggess
Jan Dalton
Jeff Haley
Tom Holderby
...for more
information

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

CASH
BONUS

$1)()

ON ANY '81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

$500"
BONUS
CH
ON ANY '81 CITATION

OR CHEVETTE

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Hours:
8-8 Thurs. & Fri.
8-6 On Sat.

OM SAWN

siesta mixt

U.S. 641 S.
753-2617

just one more win in its last 18
games to avoid matching the
9-73 record of the 1973
Philadelphia 76ers, the NBA's
losingest team.
Warriors 104, Kings 96
Bernard King scored 17 of
his 30 points in the final period
as the Warriors beat Kansas
City despite the absence of
guard John Lucas, who was
AWOL for the fifth time this
season.
Guards "Lloyd Free of
Golden State and Phil Ford of
Kansas City were both hurt in
a first quarter collision. Free
suffered a dislocated right
thumb, which should sideline
him at least two weeks, and
Ford is expected to be out
about a week because of a
scratched iris on his left eye.
Bucks 102, Bullets 93
Milwaukee built a 56-40
halftime lead and held off the
Bullets, who pulled as close as
one point in the fourth quarter.
Guards Sidney Moncrief and
Quinn Buckner and forward
Marques Johnson had big
baskets for the Bucks down
the stretch. Moncrief led all
scorers with 25 points.
Hawks 121, Bulls 116
Dan Roundfield scored 29
points as Atlanta built a 15point lead after three quarters
and held off a Chicago comeback bid.
Rockets 111, Sonics 96
Houston took command by
outscoring Seattle 27-10 in a 10minute stretch of the second
half. Calvin Murphy scored 13
of his game-high 27 points in
the fourth quarter as the
Rockets pulled away.
Blazers 113, Pacers 109
Calvin Natt's three-point
play with 12 seconds left in
overtime clinched Portland's
victory over Indiana, which
had -erased a 20-point deficit
behind a career-high 39 points
by center James Edwards.
Natt finished with 23 points,
five of them in overtime.
Spurs 133, Nuggets 129
James Silas hit a 15-foot
jumper with 50 seconds left in
overtime to snap a 127-127 tie,
then made a key save of a
loose ball that was headed out
of bounds to help San Antonio
beat Denver. Silas tipped the
ball to rookie Reggie Johnson,
who was fouled and sank a
pair of free throws to clinch
the victory. Johnson finished
with a team-high 26 points.
Clippers 1081 Jazz 93
Guards Freeman Williams
and Phil Smii6 scored 33 and
22 points, respectively, to lead
San Diego to its fourth straight
triumph.
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LAST
AmimsU 55.Catho$icU 77
Banton COIL 31,&John's, N Y 9
Beeinell16,Ram GI
Colgatitel, YermantSI
Connecticut 71, Providence 57
Dartmouth 54, Cohnnhill 22
Fordham 116, Katy Cross 56
George Washington 17, Massachusetts
61
Georgetown, tic 61, Villanova 60
Harvard 73, Cornell 65
Holstra 73, Drexel 55
ions IS, Cent Connecticut 66, OT
i,ai.egie$i, W Chester St 70
Lehtgh 41, Deinware 51
long Island 1: 74, Baltimore 68
Manhattan 65, Navy 57

NHL Standings

L.A. Golf Scores
LOS ANGEIES 1AP
Score, and
winning for the top finisher. In the
COO Glen (.63npbell ios Angeles Open golf
tarnament Sinday over the par-73 7.072
rcl Riviera Country Club course
Johnny Wier, 64210
6649677
8
2
0
Two Weak*, $32,400
71.65.8$ee- 272
Maier Barber, 117400
65.6963.70.
5.67-7148a3
rz
Col Morgan. $17,400
George Archer, $11.400
70.67.766:
766666. rs
Z74
Bnre LietrkeS11.702369
400
66
274
Ben Cionshaw,69,675
Craig Staller..19.675
69.236633-25
George Cadle.27)X0
66713033613-22
Nick Faldo27.1100
cla.7047-21-- 776
Bob Gdder.$7.809
70474570 276
21439.69.• 776
Cars5 Legkr.17.80)
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Saturday's College Basketball Scores
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IX The Aiworisted Press
Thanigadl Conference
Patrick Division
L T GI GA Pia
NY Islanders
35 16 10 77.3 51 110
Philadelphia
34 17 15 MI 183 71
79 21 L2 240 27J 2)
(Neon,
N.Y Rangers
73 X 9 244 264 *
19 X 15 214 117 53
Washington
Smythe MANOR
..St. Louis
36 13 12 270 210 114
Chicago
X 26 10 245 NB42
Vancouver
21 23 17 273 ZS 59
Edmonton
19 30 10 234 241 48
Colorado
17 13 10 201 312 44
7 43 II 190 N9 25
WosonaL
Waies Cadereore
Nairn i349
34th 8 Za 177 76
Montreal
Im Angeles
32 a 9 Z6 221 73
Pittsburgh
71 5 9 73? 235 51
Detroit
, 18 30 12 191 244 48
Hartford
la 2 16 731 22 48
Adams DIMMan
Buffalo
29 12 19 vs un
Minnesota
29 18 14 226 192 72
Boston
27 73 10 7.17 217 64
QUebEr
a 26 13 235 117 55
Toronto
11515548517,4
&limbo's Games
NY Rangers 6, Wa.stungtay 4
Calgary 7. &soul 7.
Montreal 4, Detnat 1
NY alaniers 6. Owego 3
Buffalo 6, Pittstargh I
Toronto 5, Minnesota 3
Ecknontan 5, Wompeg I
&lows 4. Colorado 1
Philadelphia 3. Las Angeles 1
Suralm's Genies
Montroil 4, Buffalo 2
Hartford 6, Ness York Rangers 5
Quels, 11, Washugtcn
Pittsbtrgh 9. Colorado 4
Toionto 7, Clime* 4
Calgary 5. transoms 3
Monday 's Game
NY IsLanders at Mremota
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Pen•41.Y01181
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ods114
Priesses•elk aroma111
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S.Carallso
Ilselea U.0
8440.01/11,Asserleara 1010 '
Temple114,ia1166111
Towson St 0,SUPressis. N.Y.0
1011111
Alabama 57, Melds 44
Appalachian Si. 78,[Uvulae 77
Augusta 72 Valdosta St 51
s'entenary 71. Houston Baptist 68
Dukr 113, Georgia Tech 56
E Carolina 67. RIchniond 65
Florida Si 92, Florid, A4,111 79
Furman 92, Marshall 60,DT
Georgia 76, Aisburn 65
Jackson St. 75, Miss. Valley 66
Jacksonville St. 79, Troy Si. &I
James Matson 77, Stuppensbmg &

se

Kentucky 80, Vanderbilt 48
I ong wood 95, Howard U 77
Louisiana St 66, Tennessee 65
Louisiana Tech 75, Mc Neese St 57
Maryland 91, Wake Forest
Mercer 93, Hardin-Sunmons 78
Mwsissippi 72, Mississippi Si 61
Morehead & 78, E Tennessee St 71
Murray St 57, Akron 53
Nicholls St. 87, Southern U 75
N_Carolusa AST 68, Tennessee St SS
OT
N Carolina 75, Clemson 61
N.C.Wilmington 64, N Iowa 62
NE Louisiana 93, Go Southern 73
NW Louisiana 84, Samford 72
Old nonunion 60. WiU/8171 & Mary 59
South Florida 81, Georgia 63. 61
Stetson 73, Bethune-t °Moan 54
In -Chattanooga 72, Middle Tenn 70
Virginia Tech 71, Memphis St 70
W Carolirui 70. The iltadel 62
W Kentucky 78, E Kentucky 62
!MIDWEST
Ball St_ 74, W Miclugan 69
Bowling Green 61, E.Michtgan 59
Cincinnati 59. St.Lows 50

Transactions
By The Associated Preas
BASEBALI.
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX- Signed Ted
IC-amide, Cerise Arroyo and Hector
Eduardo. pitchers
HOCKEY
Notioeal Hockey League
NEW YORK RANGERS-Recalled
Cam Connor. left wing,from New Haven
of the Ament an Hockey League

al 71. Marquette 71
Drake 107, Tides V
Illino6s/2. Michigan 41-41
IUUIOia& 66, Detroit
Indult& 74, Minnesotan
Laws 17, Purdue&
Kansas Si 111/ Oklahoma 71
Loyola, lB. 12,551ks.,11e 73
65, Nebraska 45
N.Dliketa 72,&Dakota 63. 27
N.Debees St. IL Auguatana.S.D. 77
N.Mbris71,141eau,Ohio 63
Nerdassetera 74,10ctugan 70
Ohio U IS,(5150.94 UT
Ciaahoma St 76, Iowa St•
S Dakota 63, N Colorado*
Toledo 73, Cost Michigan 70
Wichita St 63, Creighton 70
Wiaconsm 77. °lug St 63
Youngstown St 69. Tenn Tech 09
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 75, Rice 59
Baylor 70, Houston 61
Lamar 89, Arkansas St 69
Texas AisM 106, Texas 79
Texas-Arlington 93.5W Louisiana 63
Texas Tech 51. Southern Methattst 48
W Texas St 104 Indiana St•
W EST
Arizona St 71. Arizona 66
Bnghani Young 78, New Mexico 72
California 73, Southern Cal 71,01'
CalDavis 107. Sononui St 77
CalsSanta Barbara 81, Utah St 79
Cent Washington 96, Seattle 60
Colorado 53, Kansas 50
Fresno St 67,Long Beach St 46
Idaho 87, Montana 78
Montana St 63, Bowe SI 5,201
Nev -Las Vegas 92, Hawaii 114
N Mexico St 72 S Illinots 60
N Arizona 80. Idaho St 79.01'
Oregon Sill, Washington Si 63
Pepperdme 56, Gonzaga 54
Portland U 85, Loyola, Calif 84,(Y7
St Mary's, Calif 70. San Diego 69
San Diego St 63, Air Force 61, 20T
San Francisco 92 Santa Clara 63
San Jane St 59, Fullerton St 41
Stanford 74. UCLA 72
Utah 69, Texas-El Paso 59
Washington 70, Oregon 68
Weber St 77 Nev -Reno 73
oming 68 Colorado St 40

Sunday's
College Scores
LAST
Dug ursne 79 Si Eionaventure 72
SOUTH
Ala -Birmingham 116. N C -Charlotte 72
Louisiana 63 67, Texas ASMI 57
New Orleans 62, Tulane 69
Va. Commonwealth 59, Jacksonville
Si
MIDWEST
Dayton 73, Xavier. Ohio 64
Notre Dame 57. Virginia 56

By Special
Factory Permission,
Exclusively at Crass Furniture

The Very Best

Se

Buy The First Piece At The Regular Price
Buy The Matching Piece For

Save
$165.00
on Full
Size Set

5"

Save
$205.00
On Queen
Size Set

At

Crass Furniture
103 So. 3rd
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China Seminar Set Tuesday

MSU To Sponsor Program
To Develop Attitudes For
Personal Effectiveness

77

9

Tr

PkV

A program to help develop
skills and attitudes for personal and professional effectiveness, -Adventures in Attitudes," is scheduled March
26 through May 28 on the campus of Murray State University.
Sponsored by the Office of
Couference and Continuing
Education, the program will
be from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. on
Thursdays in Room 210 of the
Waterfield Library.
The purpose of the course is
to teach techniques of influenveing and gaining recognition
from people, breaking poor attitude.habits, gaining self confidence, ending tension and
anxiety, conquering moods of
depression and doubt, gaining
mastery over thoughts, and
finding inner happiness.
The instructor for the program will be George John
Cheponis, counselor and assistant professor of rehabilitation services at Murray State.
Cheponis has been active in
seminars in
personal
dynamics. He has been a
member of the faculty at Murray State for three years.
The enrollment fee of $80
covers tuition for the class and
all materials including a comprehensive workbook.
Registration may be made by

Ii

:

on the Peoples
Republic of China sponsored
by the Murray State University AlUffilli Association will be
sr 1111nar

Staff Sgt. Jacks
Is Deployed To
Mediterranean Sea

teleptiolung We office of Conferences and Continuing
Education at 502i 762-2716.
Murray State will award 3.0
continuing education units to
participants in the class

41111111kis,
SCOUTING ONTH February was proclaimed Sconting Month in Calloway County by Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller. Witnessing the proclamation were (from left,
front row) Darby Futrell, Jason Young, Shay Mitchell, Nathan Futrell, David Mason,
Yancy Huie Tripp Nix (back row)Ruth Ann Futrell and Wayne Wesson,

Two MSU Students
Will Give Recitals
On Sunday, March 1

HEALTH

Recitals by two Murray
State University students,
Pamela K. Dixon of Vienna,
III., and Laurie Jo Small of
Harrisburg, Ill., will be at 330
p.m.,Sunday, March 1.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am a
The recitals will be held in
the recital hall of the Price 42-year-old male and my wife
has
been after me to get a
Doyle Fine Arts Building.
medical Checkup. She says I
Miss Dixon, daughter of Mr. 'should have one every year
and Mrs. Howard G. Dixon, but I think that is a waste of
Vienna, is majoring in music time I've told her that the
Cancer Society said that early
education.
She will be performing detection of cancer was not as
important as they had
RachmaninoWs Piano Con- thought.
Also I know that the
certo No. I in F minor.
diet recommendations from
Miss Small is the daughter the Heart Association are
of Mr. and Mrs. John R. under dispute, too. So why
Small, Harrisburg. She also is have an examination as long
majoring in music education. as I feel good and am able to
do all the things I want to do"
She will perform in soprano Who
is right?
voice various selections by
DEAR READER - Your
Vivaldi, Mozart, Hahn and wife. I'm sure a lot of people
Ferrari. Her accompanist will have misunderstood the brief
news stories on these matters
be Becky Jones.
The recital is open to the this past year. Controversy
always makes a good news
public.
story, but there are far more
areas of agreement than disagreement.
First, it is absolutely
WRONG to say that early.detection ofof cancer is not
important. The American
Cancer Society actually said.
"The Society finds that the
early detection of cancer is a
very iinparkant health promotion activity.- Moreover, to
accomplish that their recommendation was and is that "a
cancer-related health checkup
is recommended for all persons over 20 every three
years. and for all persons over
40 every year," That includes
YOU.
What controversy exists
about diet and heart disease
has nothing to do with the
importance of detecting
changes that can cause you to
have heart attacks -and
strokes.
The very important reasons
why you need regular medical
checkups are outlined in The
Health Letter number 10-2,
Your Valuable Medical

Checkups are important

"That's the way
you want
it."

Feb 24-25.26

One HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs

Laundered and pressed

5/22°

to perfection

prices good all week,

A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic for
medically indigent children
will be held in the Graves
County Health Department,
Mayfield, on Friday, March 6.

IN TIMES LIKE THESE,
THERE:SONE
6000 REASON
THE MARTINS SAW US
FOR THEIR
HOMEOWNER LOAN
THEY GOT IT

Some of our customers are surprised to
find out just how much we can lend.
Especially today. when things are tight a
lot of places. Fact is. we're still making
large homeowner loans ... with terms
that create affordable monthly payments.
Phone us today for your large loan
Whatever your reason, you've got a good
reason to see us.
• No Points

•No Brokers Fee

•No Prepayment Penalty

OF AMERICA
CRED
I
DIRIFT

)
X

In Murray:
(In Bel-Air Shopping Center)
Suite 2

Phone 753-5573

AS/Ain

A ES. ir

about this time. too
As the puberal growth
slows the cartilage zone in the
long bones calcifies and
growth stops With an average
onset of puberty, most girls
are through growing before
age DI and usually much
sooner

Marine Staff Sgt. Patrick I..
Jacks, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Lloyd P. Jacks of Route 8, Box
56, Murray, Ky., is deployed to
the Mediterranean Sea.
He is a member of Battalion
Landing Team BLT 2/8 based at Camp Lejeune. N.C.
During the six-month
cruise, his unit will be the landing team for the 32nd Marine
Amphibious Unit, the force-inreadiness for the U. S. 6th
Fleet. Training exercises will
be conducted with the 6th
Fleet and units from allied nations. Port calls are scheduled
in various Mediterranean
coastal cities.
A 1971 graduate of Murray'
High School, Jacks joined the
Marine Crops in May 1971

'hlaii

tourDr
man of nit Department of
Intercultural
Folk
and
Studies. and ProfesSor of
Folklore and History at
Western Kentucky thuversity
will speak on the Murray State
University campus. 'Tuesday
Feb. 24, at 3 in p.m. in the
Barkley Row ii,I the University l'enter,
Dr. Montells lecture will
cover SINAI 1.0511r, as a definition of folklore, jobs available
in folklore, and the relationship between folklore and
history.
The fret. lecture is spot,sored by Phi Alpha Theta
History Honor Society at Murray State University. Thu
public is invited to attend. Additional 'film illation may be
obtained by calling 767-2231.

38°/o Off! 43-Range Multitester
A Great Workshop Addition!
By Micronta

Save
9507

Reg. 39.95
One of our best VOM s It
features single-knob function
switch and a carrying handle
that doubles as a stand 4
color-coded mirrored scalt
Range-doubler on volts and
amps Includes leads and
mstructiOTTS. P22-204

Clean Records for Handy Record Rack
Cleaner Sound Save

Save 20%

395

Reg

15%

Half Price Stereo
R 10107DsThb
Cartridge! R.

Save

101 $20
279 Reg
3 29

gm.

4 95

Buy now. get Si off' Velvetcovered cleaner protects
discs. With fluid #42-101

Molded smoke-gray, rack
keeps up to 40 discs
organized and protected
a42-136

Cassette Storage
Albums

Record Sleeves

Save 15%

549

Save 14%

Reg
6 49

189 "
82.19.

Holds 24 Cassettes
, h,y3 fl,,1uled •

Stores easily #44-609
12-Cassette Album. #44-612
Reg 2 49
2 99

Pkg

- Protect albums
91/11h vinyl-lined
sleeves #42-132

of 10

1995

Reg.
39.95

U's-light tracking a' '
grams #42-2769

Half-Price!8-Track
Recording Tape
40 MInute

2,199

Req

199
Each

80 Minute

2for 2"

Reg 2759
Each

044-840 8.1 •

Telephone Extension Pocket-Size Penlight Automatic Phone
Cords Save 18 to 25%
Directory Save

Save 22%

5.95 Mo

4"

Plug

4

Reg

Modular4"

25' Extension.
...,
et;e
Maocdhuelanrop#
o-n356
1u2g79,

1"
Reg. 1

'30' Extension.
1-prong lack, plug
.2-0 1261. Reg

2 99

79

Spots keyholes aids in
reading #61-2626

29%

6.95
Reg
863-er es extra
Rapidly locates
any of 390 names
and numbers. in
forward or reverse #43-.112

GREAT BUYS ON RADIO SHACK ELECTROLZ TOYS!
Exciting Electronic Hand-Held
Games for Hours of Fun!

Save 37% to50%

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

E Memory Match. #60-2122. Reg 19 95 .. 9.97
997
E Zingo. #60-2123 Reg 19 95
c , Pocket Repeat. #60-2152. Reg 15 95 ... 9.97
Shooting Gallery. #60-2155. Reg 1295. 7 88
1 Sports Arena. 460-21 58. Reg 29 95 .... 15.88

Radio-Controlled Robot—
Over 3 Feet Tall!
Batter,es e.tra
D "Computer-Cam"
Controlled Fire
ingine. #60-2375.
2 92
Re 699

L

DI Fire Chief's
Helmet. #60-3005,
Reg 799
399

Iftir
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Montell Will Speak
On MSU Campus On
Tuesday, Feb. 24

End-of-Month
STOREWIDE

This clinic will serve patients
from Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Marshall and McCracken Counties.
Dr. Francisco Elbl and Dr
Allan Rees, of the Kentucky
Children's Hospital Heart
Clinics, Louisville, and other
physicians from the University of Louisville School of
Medicine, will conduct the
clinic.
Co-sponsored by AHA, Kentucky Affiliate, Inc., thc
Bureau for Health Services
and the County Health Departments, the clinic provides
diagnostic service for the patient, along with recommendations for treatment and
management of the case. It
also provides an opportunity
.for the referring .pkvsician to
consult with the clinician
:regarding his patient.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten
by AHA, Kentucky Affiliate
Inc., and the Bureau for
Health Services. Clinic personnel as well as space and
equipment will be provided by.
the Graves County Health
Department as well as the
Bureau for Health Services
and AHA, Kentucky Affiliate,
Inc.
Only those indigent children
who have a written referral
from a physician will be admitted to the clinic.

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of He Nina, ledge I lien by
5:30 p.m.'Monday -Friday or by
3:30 p.m Saturdays are urged
to coil 1511916 between 5 30
led I eta. Nodal Itrook Fritts, or
3:31 pai are 4 a Sabres's
- A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Cats must
be placed by 6 pa weekdays or
4 pia Saturdays to guarantee
V
The regular business off ice
hours of the Money Wear I flit.
ore 11
to 5 p.a.. Monday
throigh Friday ond I... OD out
Saturdays

t'Jt

contact the Office of
Affairs, 502 r;62-

ache Ihaek

One-Day Heart Clinic
Set in Graves County

Shirts oove55e
folded or on hangers

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Examination. which I am
sending you Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped. selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper.
P0 Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019
As that issue points out, halt
of all deaths today are still
caused by heart attacks and
strokes and other circulatory
problems. You can prevent a
lot of these by early detection
of factors that lead to these
disasters. Also, about half of
the people who develop diabetes have abnormal tests
before they have any symptoms. A regular medical
checkup, coupled with attention to prevention programs
can be your best investment
in your health
DEAR DR. LAMB - lama
16-year-old girl and I was
wondering when a girl's body
stops growing. I have heard
that her hips and -bust stop
after her first period, I have
also heard that a girl has the
potential to grow a foot when
she's 17. and continues growing taller until she's about 21.
When do bust, hip and height
growth cease?
DEAR READER
Cessation of growth varies a lot as
it is tied to the onset of puberty. And that can vary a great
deal. In general, a young girl
first starts to develop some
fat stores, compared to the
lean body of the child.
The breasts usually develop
first and about two years later the first menstrual period
occurs There is often a significant grciirth spurt preceding
the onset of menstruation.
This is sometimes called the
puberal growth spurt The
average for this peak growth
period is around 12 years of
age. The pelvis gets larger

cL

The seirunar, which is planned to conclude in late May
with a group tour of l'hina.
will begip at 7 p.m Tuesday in
the Alumni Board Room on
the fourth floor of Sparks Hall
Murray State alumni and
other interested persons need
not have intentions of touring
China to attend the seminar.
Dr. Charlotte Beahan, an
authority on China and
member of the faculty at Murray State University, will cooduct the seminar. There is no
charge to attend and
refreshments will be served A small tour group will be
formed from persons who participate in the seminar, according to Mrs. Marjorie Major of
Murray, who is helping make
travel arrangements.
The Alumni Association at
Murray State has sponsored
several group tours as a service to its members, associate
members and friends of Murray State, according to Mancil
Vinson,director.
Anyone interested in learning more about the seminar or

Save 1495
32% Re. 21
95

Forward and
l tr
reverse/turn gagi
#60-3023

INCIn 1•Ier W.o.,.....r.
.
4,
001,

Check Your Phone Book tor the Rabe Amok Store or Dealer Nearest You ........,., ....,. --...
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(2110:11 Conducts Public
Service College Campaign
John Frazer, executive
director of the Council of Independent Kentucky Colleges
and Universities I CIKCU , announced that the Council is
conducting a public service
campaign to make students
aware of the importance of
choosing a college that is right
for them and to help them in
that often difficult selection
process.
The. Council
which
represents the state's private,
non-profit col-leges is
distributing pre-recorded
"tips" on how to choose a college to all radio stations in
Kentucky along with a
brochure entitled "Choosing a
College. . . How Do You
DUO RECITAL - Arnie Casey .yid James McKeever, faculty members in the DepartDecide?".
ment of Musk at Murray State University, rehearse for an upcoming rectial. The per''Choosing a college is one of
formance is scheduled at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 24, in the Farrell Recital Hall of the
the most crucial decisions in a
Pric e Doyle fine Arts Center
person's life," Frazer said,
Photo Si 84I Harrell
"and yet students as well as
parents often are confused
about how to make a good
decision." Nearly 50% of all
students who enter college
either quit or transfer by the
end of the second year.
The "tips" stress the imporACROSS
5 Despots
tance of choosing a college
1 Hallowed
MISIIVer i. Saturday s Puzzle
6 Not ig
where a student will be com6 P0111COS
7 Tantalum
A II
LENA $O
11 Social groups
symbol
fortable and able to learn and
By ROBERT PARRY
LOU
COCO
12 Shade trees
DC
8 Harvest goddevelop to his or her fullest
Associated Press Writer
S O COLIC COM
14 State Abbr
dess
WASHINGTON i AP) - potential. The size of a college
CO MCC COO
15 Wire nail
9 Toward shel17 Clan
OCO COMO CU
Some activist priests and nuns and the campus environment
ter
18 Sum up
10 Clandestine
COM 0000LI
have "overstepped their are factors that have a major
20 New
11 Barter
MOOD OM=
of religious freedom influence on comfort, or lack
bounds"
'3 Before
13 Cubic meter
C MOGI MUM
by becoming involved in of it, in a college. To find out
4 Stag
16 College head
OD COCO CCU
political struggles in Latin first-hand if a college suits his
19 Office items
:6 Side dish
COM OCCU CM
Interrection
21 Strike
America, says President or her personality, goals and
COD COCO
29 Worms
22 Seraglio
Reagan's nominee to head the ability, the Council suggests a
CO OCCO ULC
Tell
25 Spools
FOR DIES WEN
State Department's human student spend time on a cam27 Fear
33 Seaweed
rights office.
35 Equal
30 Slumber
52 Permit
Ernest W. Lefever, named
36 Deceive
32 Enthusiasm 40 Orbit point
54
As
written
41 Apportions
39 Title of
34 Peel
last week to be assistant
Mos
44
Female
36
respect
relaFlorida city
secretary of state for human
57 Scale note
12 Preposition
tive
37 Interior of
rights, said that while he sup58 Jr 's dad
47 Nip
43 European
country
60 Exists
ports freedom of religious
49 Den
finch
38 Soil
45 Narcotic
thought, he objects to religion
The second annual Science
1
2
3
4
7
5
46 Priest s vestbeing "used as a garb for and Religion Conference will
ment
12
activity."
political
cloaking
be held on the Murray State
48 Danger
The subject arose during a campus Tuesday and Wednes14
15
50 Decay
17
51 Post
recent discussion of Lefever's day, Feb. 24-25. Sponsored by
20
53 Cha. et al
contention that the United the United Campus Ministry
55 Earth god24
25
25
States must support friendly the conference's main speaker
dess
"authoritarian" regimes to this year will be Dr. Frederick
31
56 Buries
prevent -their overthrow by Ferre', professor of
59 Municipali23
35ties
"totalitarian" forces.
philosophy at the University of
61 Hinder
28
"Totalitarian" govern- Georgia.
82 Wipe out
43
ments that control communist
45
The conference's main pronations permit no freedoms. grams will be a Tuesday afterDOWN
es
so
claimed,
while noon seminar "Einstein's
he
51
53
ss
1 - and
"authoritarian" governments Views of Science and
i so
grooms
allow many, such as freedom Religion" and a presentation
2 Chinese mile
of religion and freedom of the at the Wednesday United
11
3 Recede
55
press.
4 Slave
Campus Ministry noon lun-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Some Nuns, Priests
Overstep Bounds Of
Religious Freedom

pus

talk with students, spend a
night in a dorm.
The Council's "tips" also
point out that financial aid
pi-Lam:tins make it possible for
students to attend the college
of their choice. "Must colleges
have money available to help
students meet tuition costs,"
Frazer said,"so we are urging
students to find a college that
suits them and then talk to the
financial aid officer at that
school."
The "tips" on how to choose
a college are part of the Council's "We Believe in Caring
and It Shows",campaign to increase awareness of the
state's independent (private)
colleges so that students and
parents can make better informed decisions regarding
the selection of a college.
The 20 CIKCU colleges participating in this cooperative
public relations effort are:
Alice Lloyd, Asbury, Bellarmine, Berea, Brescia, CampCentre,
Cumberland, Georgetown,
Kentucky Wesleyan, Lees,
Lindsey Wilson, Midway,
Pikeville, Spalding, St.
Catharine, Sue Bennett,
Thomas More, Transylvania,
and Union.
The brochure, "Choosing a
College? How Do You
Decide?", can be obtained by
writing Council of Independent Kentucky Colleges and
Universities. 2000 Norris
Place, Louisville, Kentucky
40205,

cheon on the theme "Ethical
Implications of GeneticEngineering."
Dr. Ferre' will also speak in
several university classes on
those two days. In addition Dr.

ou

I'M GOING TO LEAVE
THE WAITER A a le
TIP TODAY

THAT
WOULD
BE VERY
NICE FOR
A CHANGE

A PRINTER NAMED
ABRANAM VERKOEVEN
BEGAN PU8LICATION OF
THE FIRST NEWSPAPER...

IMMEDIATELk( PROMPTING
TWELVE NA5TLe LETTERS
TO TNE EDITOR

OUSmoori_t_ER

Z

W)-4Y AREN'T YOU
CLEANING Ti405E
GARBAGE CANS,
BEETLE?!

BECAUSE MRS BAILEY
17IDN'T RAISE )-ER BOY
TO CLEAN GARBAGE
CANS

I'LL WRITE YOUR MOM
ABOUT YOUR CI-IANGE
IN CAREER PLANS
e

Poe(
Lillucata
5055. I juST MET WITH
THE Em2LOYEE5'GRIEvAkx-E
COMMiTTEE

THEY ASKED ME TLD
DELIVER A
, MESSAGE FOR
THEM
v-

OKAY- LET
HAVE IT

4 MAO SCRAMBLE

FOR 6UNS

FOR RENT
Gilson Power Roll Log
Spinner by day or lob
available Ai
Op.
stevewood
hardwood
for saki $25.00 pot
rick. Cal 7534351
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
.
ec
- idflef

1 regal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of thanks
4.1n Memory
S. Lost and h
6.1ielp Wow,9. Situ' A.
II. in,!
12. insurance

13. for Sale UI Trade
14, Want to Buy
15. Arta les For Salt

19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24- Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. IV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
NI. Mob Home Rents
Meating-Coohng
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apt, For Rent
33. Rooms tor Rent
34. Houses for Rent
35. farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or lease
37. Livestock.Supplies
31. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. homes Put Sale .
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
SS. Fred And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Charlie Browo Playschool.
1607 Olive, 753-7359. Ages
111-olll $S 50 daily Drop ins
51 fll hnljk
Dr. Frederick Ferre'

Ferre' has been invited to give
the 1981 Lowry Distinguished
Lecture in the Humanities.
That program will be on Tuesday evening on the topic
"Hope for the Future from
Religion, Technology, and
Science."
Dr. Ferre"s appearance on
campus has been made possible through the cooperative efforts of the College of
Humanistic Studies, the College
of Environmental
Sciences,and the United Campus Ministry. Dr. Ferre' is the
author of extensive publications in both the fields of
philosophy of science and
philosophy of religion. His
books Basic Modern
Philosophy and Language
Logic and'Godhave been used
as standard texts, in university courses in the United States
and Europe. His more recent
book Shaping the Future:
Resources for the PostModern World is a result of his
extensive work on the relationship of philosophical
issues to the application of
science and technology.
Dr. Ferre' is a Phi Beta
Kappa graduate of Boston
University and holds a
master's degree in philosophy
from Vanderbilt University.
As a Fulbright scholar he took
graduate studies and was
awarded a Doctor of
Philosophy degree from St.
Andrews University
in
Scotland. Before his appointment as head of the Department of Philosophy and
Religious Studies at Georgia,
Dr. Ferre' held teaching posts
at Dickinson College and
Mount Holyoke College.
The Tuesday seminar will
be held 1:30 p.m. on the Third
Level Auditorium at the
University Center. The Lowry
Lecture will be given at 7 p.m.
in the Mason Hall Auditorium
(Nursing Building). The
Wednesday luncheon program
will be held in the Ohio Room,
Third Level, - University
Center.
All events are open to the
public. For more information
call 502-753-3531 or 753-9859.

Bill's Fish
Market
Catfish
Whole
Steaks

SO
11111b.
753.9351

Reduced safe and fast with
GoBese Tablets and [-tap
water pills Holland Drug
All SUPER SHELL
South 4th Street
Murray, Complete Auto
Repair. Free tube wroth
oil and litter change.
753-7896.
What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333.

Will clean offices or
houses. Call 753958 7.

72 Chev. Tandem
Dump Truck, 79
Ford F-150 4x4.
753-5699.
Country Valley Pet Shop, one
mile out of Mayfield. KY,
Highway 80 East. Small
animals, dogs and cats, and a
large selection of tropical fish
and pet supplies. Open Tuesday through Sunday.
Sewing machine rig tag
and attachments. Sews
perfect, fully g
nteed. Phone 354-6521.

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray ledger 8.
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 1 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
advertising
department,
retail advertising department and circulation
department.
At times other than
those listed above the office is closed for regular
business even though
newsroom and production
employees may be on duty.
request
We
that
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers
for the newspoper departments ore(
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
Classified Ads. . 753-1 91 6
Circulation. . . 753-1 91 7
Display Ads . . . 753-1919
Accounting. . . . 753-1916
News & Sports .753-1918
The Nome
Ledger & Tiles

We can copy and transform
prints into light or heavy oils.

CARTER STUDIO
•304 Mom

753 8298

3. Card of Thanks
The family of Richard
Scarberry wish to express their
thanks for the wonderful favors
shown them in their time of
sottow
Mr & Mrs. Red Altos, Mr &
Mrs Kenneth Mathis, Mr &
mrs. Norman Hancock, Mr &
Mrs William Scarberry.

5. Lost and Found
Lost Brown ladies billfold,
Saturday maybe at Colonial
House Call 753-5131 ext 3013
or after 3 30 753-0549. ask for
Rita

6. Help Wanted
Outboard motor mechanic.
60% commission. 5400-500
per week possible. Most have
experience. Call Action Personnel, 753-6532.
Staff Pharmacist. Immediate
opening with Community
Hospital, Mayfield, KY. Complete salary and benefit program to fit your needs. Contact
Personnel Office at 502-24)5211.
T. V Repairman. General service and repair of all models.
Must have 10 years continuous
experience. Full time. Salary
maximum. $10 per hour. Call
Action Personnel. 753-6532.

7. Storage Bldgs.
portable
Built
Custom
buildings Call 753-0984

9. Situation Wanted
Will do light hauling Call 1535857.
Will do house cleaning. excellet
references Call 753-7773.
Will babysit potty trained
children in my home anytime
weekends and some nights
753-1624.

14. Want To Buy
WE OUT ALUMINUM CANS
Open Monday then Satorday
BIRP CYCLING
CENTER
Fulton, Kentucky
4121531
Just across the track
Patton Post Office.

from the

Used air-conditioner Call 7539104 days or 753-1551 nights

WANTED:
STANDING
TIMBER
WgI buy tie timber. Also
paying top price for
White Oak veneering
and other quality timber. Call 75 3-5 592 after 7 p.m.

New°
mixed
rick% di

Tor "Sale

$1.61111b
$1.7111b.
SPECIAL

Boitsilo
Whole
Steaks
001 S 4th

241

Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 4/5-2346
after 5 pm

16, Horne Furnishings

17. Vacuum Cleaners
18, Sewing Machines

BIBLE CALL
Teenage Dating - 7594444. Bible Story - 7594445.

•

IT ALL kAPPENEC
IN ANTWERP

14. Want To Buy
Free Store for the

sit iii (fit classes, eat and

Science, Religion Meet
Slated At Murray State

WA5 A GREAT
PAY IN Ti-IE YEAR
1605, MA'AM,

2 Notice

131 Bargains - Sears portable
dishwasher with sani temp 4
P165115 R13 radial tires, and
fully equipped 10 gallon
aquarium Call 753-9619
Like new Craig AM FM stereo
8.track. turn table and
speakers $125 Also a Craig
AM-FM stereo, 8-track turn
table and speakers. $50 Also
a small coffee table. $10 Call
153-8465

firevroi
ly oak
deliver.
4157.
For sail
4vheele
19/8 I
2100n
Fa sal
heater.
753-43
Wood h

11:Trome Fumishinp

25-11

19 Cubic foot upright
Westinghouse freezer. like new
753-8477
For -sale. Living room picture.
foldup table, 4 foldup chairs,
one twin bed, one high chair,
play pen, light, and one rug
Call 436-5589 "
For sale Washer and dryer. Call
after 5 pm. 753-3506
Glass top table and 4 chairs.
G E stove. 30- Whirlpool
refrigerator with ice maker
Call 753-8711.
Gold couch and chair plush
velvet 100 long Call 7531261

HODGE'
to 6 PR
by appc
2-Ur
Wanted
take up
25. c
Clayton'

27-.1A

1974
home. 2
ed or u
with ba
Very e
Phone I

w'th

quee
% DII /53SearssoL
2365
Walnut hall tree. 6' tall with
large mirror, seat and umbrella
stand. $250 Call 492-8844
after 530.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery 753-6760
1
Kirby Electrolux Filter
Queen Vacuum Cleaner,
like new, $99.50 each.
Fully guaranteed. Phone
354-6521

•1-9'1ainTEquipment
Farm
Machinery Auction!
Saturday. March 14th. 10 00
AM at the Duff Erwin farm,
' Route 4, Murray. Detailed ad to
follow Bogard Realty & Auction Co.. Dover. TN. 615-2325150.
For sale MF 35 Ferguson 8N
Fords, 9N fords. A-Farmalls
with Woods belly mowers and
cultivators, C-Farmall and 2 R
cultivator: Cub Farmall with
quick hitch, plow, disk.
cultivator. mower. B Allis
Chalmers.
plow,
disk.
cultivator, used rotary cutters;
woods belly mowers: Rear
mount mowers, blades, rotary
cutters: 4-5 Ton stainless steel
fertilizer spreader See us for
Woods parts, small'tractor
parts: Gallimore Equipment
Hazel, KY. Night phone 901241-5443.
Model 150 MS tractor and
equipment. 753-4951

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
iegistration aired tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store. 9
miles west of Hoplunsville Junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5,1502)885-5914.

22. Musical
New and used pianos bought
and sold. A beautiful repo
piano now available for someone to assume monthly
payments Clayton's. 753-7575
Wanted Responsible party to
take up small monthly PdYment
on like new -organ under warran y 753-7575
23 Exterminatin
ALL BOG CALL

1265 E
and lot.
ch. cenl
very goo
seen to
miles ea
759-185
1240 I
heat an
acres lar
southeas
Road. C
pm. day!
1200
Town ho
-bath. ne
gas. 437.

12x65
bedroom
0069 aft(
12x60 M
lot. storr
antenna.
Elementa
280 East
Trailer
Sycamore
tial yard_
Two 197
informati
1974.
bedroom!
furnished
Call after

21L-Mi
12x60
natural gi
$140 ten
753-3895

12160
fully
condit
and d
nished.
th, dep

Two be(
clean. ap
on 641 t
8436 afte
Two bedr(
all electr
.No pets.4

- 3411111
' Large bui
in front, t
tra large
or see at t

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753.3914

REGISTERED NURSES
& GRADUATE NURSES
With the New Year brings the opportunity
for you to join Southern Illinois Leader in
primary care.
We offer top starting salary and outstanding benefits such as: Day Care
Program, Tuition reinbursement and much
more.
Opening presently exist in
011, ICU,
ER, Med /Surg
Witty the
New
year realize
your
professional and personal goals at

THE FRANKLIN HOSPITAL
201 Bailey Lone
Benton, III 67817
611 439 3161
API I Opportunity Emptoyer IA

RFCT

A%/ii
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ILE.44311h.MIE303( 31101:1

30 Business Rental

Firewood 18 24 seaw ,
mixed hardwoods $25
ich delivered Cali 753 853c
Firewood cut any length most
ly oak and hickory, $22 50
delivered 489 2492 or 753
4157
For sale Golf cart, Cushman 3
wheeler all new batteries
1978 Honda 400 motorcycle
2/00 miles 4354296
For sale 40 gallon hotwater
healer, good condition $50
7534390
Wood for sale 436-2758

25:Business Services

1
vi
10

to
C.
2-

a

Nikwm

HODGE'S TAX SERVICE 8 AM
to 6 PM nights and Saturdays
by appointment 759-1425_

Mal
Werislesserso
Storeys Spoc•
For Rost
753-47SS

Commercial
Property
for
Lease. A vadat:Am
March 1, 1981.
Across
from
Murray Wholesale
Electric, Murray.
Excellent location
for
most any
business. Call 7530212.

38. Pets-Supplies

43. Real Estate
Pyrites' Tbernsne
lesivreinc•
Real Estate
Sentlislite Court Su.
Merrey, Kentucky
1534431
10 sale Wooden Nickel
trading Post Aurora KY All
stock dIlli equipment $23,000
Call I 554 063/ 01 1-898
"Your
3898

753-7531
1111

(01.)753 0101

Sycsofeirt SI.

Barna & Danner
P.O. Box 538
Oneida, TN 37841
615-569-8559

A Saving Home. Gas heat
makes it so ecorfomical These
low energy bills will make for a
quick sale of this home Come
see for yourself. 3 bedrooms. 2
baths. study and den with back
to back fireplaces It has a kitchen with island, double ovens.
sewing room.. all this sitting on
shaded lot...Best of all owner
financing available Offered by'
CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs,
Realtors. 753-1492

little man spoke his first word
'sugarebatecr."

‘
AREA REPRESENTATIVE:

Total Sq. Ft.
3,034
Log Kit Price
8'537

Modal shown by appointment
Oak Hill Drive, Westwood Suociivision
Gene (Chip) srwsiy
502-753-1552
502,753-4699

.°°

•01f MIII, Pot,
Ile WIWI ran 100 • ser•ing
•••••• In 4441 wart,
AIMS soars
SUSINISSIS
(ACE AND RKIPEA DONAL
P110/111TY

listings esaileit Offices
Coast to Coast. Jews
from
Everywhere.
"free" Cufulog
STOUT RIAITT
A* I looms &yew
1112 Cahn.&I
lion, Er

733-111116

43. Real Eitata

43. Real Estate -

Lobin and 2 lois in Pine Bluff
',holes Kitchen. living 101.1111
and large sundeck on first How
level. bedroom. bath and hunt
.unde(lt on second flour PliC
ed to sell in the $20s in
ducting range refrigerator air
i.unchtioner, new 40 gallon
water heater Special discount
tor cash or can be financed if
vuu quality Shown by appeal,
',lent only Phone 753-5/91 or
/53-2649
for sale 3 bedroom brick cen
nal heat and au . heat pump,
1'7 bath, all looms large, 2 cat
attached garage, 15 acres
tOuaYland. all on black top road, 2
miles from Hardin Gall 43/
4313 evenings
Six room house with at #.
tic and uaroge. Located
on Old Shiloh Rd. app.

A business in Murray all stock
and equipment at a guod price
Call /53-3356 after 5 pm
40-•

Ztatgallb
753-1222
ilia. 4111111L
11% FINANCING
AVAILABLE
Save energy and get
out of the rut of thinking formal living
room. Look at this
house with a liveable,
roomy "great room"
for comfortable Living.
Located on a corner lot
in an excellent
neighborhood. This is
a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with thermopane windows, central electric heat and
air. Priced in the 550's.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222. We are
members of Multiple
Listing Service.
LIVE AND
EARN
Fight inflation with
this brick duplex with
central gas heat and
central electric air.
Each side has two
bedrooms, large living
room and kitchendining room combination. Enjoy owning
your own home and let
one side help pay your
mortgage. Priced in
the mid 540's. Contact
Kopperud Realty, 711
Main,753-1222.
THIS IS IT! Near schools Near
churches. Near grocery. Low
maintenance
bills.. Gas
heat. Fireplace 3
bedrooms._Price' Low
$30's .Give us a call today at
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta lobs, Realtors

I

BOYDAIAIORS.
"
REAL ESTATE
753 8080

l'rulesoiorwlSer,u,
With The Vriendl)Tooth"

HAVE YOUR
CAKE AND
EAT IT
TOO!!!.
A sound investment
that will pay for
itself!! Modern brick
duplex -- 4 rooms,
bath, modern kitchen
with appliances, central heat and central
air each side. Good
location. 855,000.00.
LAKE LIVINGBAYWOOD VISTA
1 Bedroom, I bath, living room & kitchen community water,
electric heat - 1 window unit air cond. corner lot-furniture included - Priced under
$10,000. Financing
may be available.

M
nurram
y:
le /Key:jlt
i more
or less. Call 753 9587
for more details.
Three bedroom older home
located on Olive Street gas
heat, large garden spot, priced
in low $20's 753-9775

47. Motoicys For sale 19/7 750 Honda
Super Sport. 9.000 miles, new
tires, ' excellent condition
$1300 753-9507
MX-250 Honda, 1976, runs
good. $400 or best offer Call
after 4 pm, 753-6709
Import Auto Salvage, 68-73
Volkswagen bumper
$20;
Toyota. Datsun, Opal. Cam's.
nd Fiat and Simco parts. Cal'
74-2j25 after 5 pm Monad,
Friday.

Si Services Offered

11,1 Lille
red mill
him k intent,' power ',leering
and cif ieal
$251.10
/59 48?5
14/8 Vontrac ternary. (Ilia
(lean, 1/000 miles 53950
Call /59 1205
1980 Sunbird Hatchback.
power steering. 01 lilt $5/00
1976 Ford F 150. 4, wheel
drive; needs work, $1000
19/3 Dune buggy $350 Gall
436 2425 after 5 pm
19/2 Torino stationvagon Gall
/53 8034
1980 Toyota tercel front wheel
drive
;;•-•-•!
radio
• ••
sider re
• ,r
over payments Call before ,
nyln or evenings, /53-030/
r . tj iOrr

50 Used Trucks
919 Bronco. 2/.000 mil,Call 489-2483 after 5 Pm 'ii•
weekdays
anytime
on
weekendS
- or sale 12'.2 ft kidron
•phigeration box bed with side
Jour and III! up door in ,Par

JEEPS, CARS,
TRUCKS available
through government agencies,
many sell for under S200.00. Call
602-941-8014
Ext. No. 5061 for
your directory on
how to purchase.

9. Used Cars
1972 Buick Skylark. runs great
Call 436-5869 after 5 pm
1976 Chevrolet. high mileage,
extra clean, power steering.
brakes windows. locks $2000
Can be seen at 1510 Sycamore
1974 Cutlass Supreme. good
condition. $1300 Call 7532570.
Corvette - 1976. yellow. flops.
30.000 miles. 4-speed. $7300.
Call Mayfield 247-4108 after 5
Pm
1976 Chevy van automatic,
good condition $1600 4362415

53. Service Offered

ALCAA ALUMINUM SIDING
licensed electrician and as .11
vinyl
',idiot and IIIM Venation heating installation
Aluminum trim for brick and refl.,'
Call 737203
house'. lack Glover /St 18/i
ho'. Horne Improvement
ALUMINUM
8PT11000lIlle, painting Le
ment work genera( home
SERVICE CO.
maintenance arid inspection
Alumnainn end Vinyl
Free estimates /53 45(11.
Siding Custom Trim
Iir,tom made cabinet-,
Woe*, References. Cull
centers. book cases hutches
Will Id Bailey 7S3Reasonable 436 1566
06$,Carpentry cabinets furniture
repair Bring picture
so! Ni--U 41,11. (A
make . All remodeling
'
easonable prices
kcy
Cdtrierifer ',hop 751 4:,i
HOVER S (REA `,E.RilLE
d•rrle. ,I,11111 II(7k.
ei36
LP 1 Istle yea 00 Vow
tree
Winne Wedding.
j.
CARTER STUDIO • luny
.9011642 5090
304 Moon
753 82911
V'i,11 haul driveway white r•
Ag lime also nave any
Luncrete and block brick COP ot brown or white pea gr,.•
Basements driveways storm Also do backhoe Non
cellars porches 20 years ex Roger Hudson. /53 4545
penence 753 5476
753-6/63
Do all types of plumbing large Wet basement? We make set
or small lobs all work guar basements dry work complete
,anteed 5 years experience ly guarenteed Gall or write
/535360
Morgan Construction
Co
Fence sales at 'Sears now Call Route 2. Box 409A. Padosah
KY
42001.
or
call
day
or
Sears /532310 for free
nigh'
1-442-7026
estimate for your needs
Guttering by Sears Sears con Will do plumbing. heating.
tinous gutters installed per carpentry, and roofing 753your specifications Call Sears 2211
/53-2310 for free estimate
Woodcraft Building Service by
Custom
General home repair. 15 years Bucy. 492-8120
vanities new homes
cabinets,
experience in carpentry
additions
repair
Quality
masonary plumbing roofing.
and siding Free estimates no workmanship
fob too small Call 474-2276
55. Feed And Seed
Insulation blown in by Sears. For sale Hay and straw Hay.
save on these high heating and $1 60. straw $125 Call 753
cooling bills Call Sears. 753- 4755
2310 for free estimate
57. Wanted
II & II Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from
WANTED
your yard or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
Murray
State
University
stumps up to 24" below tri, theatre was 1963 or 1968
noemoraholia for the prod.
ground, leaving only sawdust
tions Vanilms any items horn
and chips. Call for free
period are desired The first
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
20 people to let theatre have
or Bob Kemp Jr 435-4319
usable rteas will receive

1974 ford Courier, great gas
mileage, air-conditioned looks
good, runs good. $1950. Call
489-2595.
For sale 1978 Luv Chevrolet
o
pickup, 18.000 miles, good
h. ticket. Some needed
condition, local truck Phone MOBILE HOME ANCHORS.
Two room cabin. SII electric
deal Ire Paperback Copy of
759-4501 after 4 pm
underpinning roof's seale.
and carpet, located in
Sibs Memo,
my
1969
Panorama Shores. Can be seen
LN-700 Ford truck. 22 ft van patio awnings. and house
posters several decorative
root's for mobile homes. 75:'
by appointment. $7595. Call
61
body 753-4951.
holders
old
1873. lack Glover
inagames of ttse persod old
75.3-5094.
1970 Model Chevrolet pickup.
fashion etc-fore frames end
V8 automatic, power and air.
wallet or 5 s I bleici & white
--1Wr"
Al condition. 753-3178 or see
pictures All rtsyns grill be
COURTNEY SMALL
=w)
it
at 1611 Sunset
returned in Me same con
ENGINE REPAIR
deice as when borrowed
Surplus- Jeeps. Cars.• and
Pick. annlable Cal Georgie
SHOP ColdSAW
753-1222
Trucks Available thru Governbetween 8 lend 4:30 Maineloy
water, 489-2853.
1972 Chevrolet Bel-Air. 4-door, ment Agencies. Many sell
thry friday at 762.1414
good condition, good tires. under $200 - Call 312-742en
CONTEMPORARY
5490. 1974 Chevrolet pickup 1143 Ext. 2641 for info on
CHARM
how
air power. one owner. Price
to purchase.
CAW MI SOLD IL SILVER - CASIO CO. GOLD SILVER You'll fall in love with
51295. Call 489-2595.
this quality built 4
52. Boats and Motors
'
91
Exclusive 1968 Firebird HO
bedroom home in
•
series, has tilt, cruise control, Bass boat. 16'.2.. 115 hp
LOOK"!
Canterbury' Estates.
Johnson, trolling motor. depth
and fold down luggage seats.
If you hoe* been selling poor;
Home has many
finder. big wheel trailer, gold
gold rings and
$1000. Call 753-0009 after 5
nitboat
outstanding features
metal flake, cover Perfect congelling our offer
you cc
Pm
including large den
dition Winter price. 753-6278.
probably lost sorne money
For sale Black 1979 Cutlass
with
woodburning
Please gel our offer before we
14' Jon boat, swivel
1111
Supreme Brougham
fireplace, formal dinone trailer. 75 hp Sears seats. Dilly
you sell It meshes Dollars and
motor Will
owner. 25.000 actual miles,
ing room, large
Sense
Free
Appecnsols
Secur
never wrecked or painted on sell seperately or together 753bedrooms, and expeovided
Has new set of Goodyear raised 012301 436-5433.
foams owl Weyer. al iehl(Mao
quisite design and
51411'.454111142111
white letter tires and new set Must sell 31 houseboat and
decor
throughout.
111.0•40448
of Superior mags. Asking motor, both in perfect condiPriced in the. $70's.
tion.
$4950. Call 753-6035.
Asking $3500. James MarGold & Silver Pawn S
Phone 753-1222, Kop1980 Mustang. 16.000 miles, tin. 767-2551
perud Realty, for full
has
everything. $6700 or take 60'7' Searay with 100 horse
time Real Estate Serover payments. Call 753-7301 Mercury motor. and Tamco
- CASI F011 4010 / SUSHI CAIN Mt4410/ ILSU
vice.
trailer 474-2708
,
r 436-5360.
PRICE REDUCED!
Completely remodeled
brick home one block
from the University.
Home is just like new
from the carpets to
(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A.Handy Reference)
ceiling, plus' new kit.
kaii
chen and bath_
Fireplace in living
room adds just the
right touch. Offered in
a
the mid $30's and
0.
0
0
Night
owner will consider
financing. Price just
492-8983
Fire
Police
Chimney Sweep Service
lowered $1,750 to
Day
All
Types
Chimneys
,
$35,750. Phone Kop753-4150
911
911
Cleaning and Repair
perud Realty, 753-1212
Loyd A. McClure
for courteous, competent Real Estate Ser•
Leather Repair Murray-Calloway
vice.

753-8080

P.

.0
1

Just what you've
always wanted!! How
about a new brick
veneer, 3 bedroom, 2
bath, home with central heat and air, and
loaded with lots of extras, and located on
5E2 acres of land with
just enough large
shade trees and just
enough open land for a
good garden or
whatever, and what if
it is only a short
distance from town?
And what if it is priced
-basell quick? it is ALL
these and we have it!!
75 Acre farm 7 miles
SE of Murray. Approximately 40 ac. tendable land, 30 ac. in
good timber. Has 3
bedrooms, bath, full
basement, fireplace,
several out buildings,
pond, good well, and
tobacco barn. Call
Murray Calloway
County Realty for
more information.
Pm.Ones 436 tin
Pr**.
- 713 120
Irmo Volier - /SI TM
Mus.Ofabui - 711 31141
rev., Sb••••644 11•9•1•••*,
731 9124
I.
heves &vim.

Morray-Calleway
Comity Realty
(502)753-8146
au is 1191. St
Mareag. 14.45071

The
Dutchman II

49.UsedCais
1,21.111d

FOR SALE 01 RENT 4 bedroom
house with country setting on
2-67111
-1Liifio.
2'7 acres is lust minutes from
Wanted Responsible person to
town An addition has been
take up monthly payments on
started that could easily be
25 color t w . warranted Apartments for rent near finished into a workshop or
Clayton's. 753-75/5.
downtown Murray 753-4109 apartment Priced reasonable
$42,600 Call Spann Realty
27. Mobile-Home Sills Furnished apartments I or 2 atAssociates,
753-7724
bedrooms,
also
sleeping
rooms
1974 Double wide mobile
home 24x36. partially furnish Zimmerman Apartments. South
RESIDENTIAL OR
ed or unfurnished All electric 16th. /53-6609
COMMERCIAL
with baseboard electric heat For rent 2 bedroom apartOlder brick home with
Very easily heated $7500 ments at Embassey 753-3530
full basement located
or 153-4331 after 5 pm
Phone 1-354-6217
on 14 beautiful rolling
acres, 3' miles north
1265 Extra nice mobile home Garage apartment for rent. No
of 1111urroy off 4-Ione.
and lot. Has covered wood por- pets 753-3913 or 759-1616.
ch, central heat and air, and New 2 bedroom duplex. extra
Would make excellent
very good outbuilding Must be large closets
No pets
development property.
seen to be appreciated. P7 References and deposit Call
Priced in the $40's.
miles east of Murray. $13.500 753-0814
753-116118
759-1854.
Newly decorated 2 bedroom
•
stove
1260 Mobile home. ceatral apartment.
and
RI Al WAIF
heat and air. sethng on 3!ir refrigerator furnished, central
& Pso,isin MAsAciMiNr
acres and, well water, 6 miles gas heat and air No pets. Marsoutheast of Murray on Dodd ried couple only. 753-2376 or
For sale Grocery store. Call
Road Call 753-5080 after 5 753-2835
489-2533 or 753-1249.
pm. days 753-9411.
Redecorated, 2 bedrooms. utili12x70 Mobile
home. ty. garage, in town. private $3,500 down and the balance
Townhouse. 2 bedroom. Pr Married couples. References with owner financing at 10'
will buy a 2-3 bedroom home
'bath, new carpet, electric or and deposit. 492-8594.
with gas heat, carpeting, large
gas. 437-4955
See duplex to appreciate ex- lot. outside
storage and large
I2x65 Mobile home. 3 tras! 1906 Greenbrier Road. 2 lot located on
KY 121 in Colbedroom lir bath. Call 753- Bedrooms, furnished kitchen, dwater John C Neubauer,
carpet. storage, washer and
0060 after 4:30 pm.
Realtor (REA). 1111 Sycamore.
hookups, deck overlookIMO Mobile home, on private dryer
753-0101 or 753-7531.
lot storage building and t.v ing wooded lot, deposit, lease.
$250
month,
a
753-5791 or
Large, o mr home
antenna. Close to East Calloway
753-2649 for appointment.
with lots of income
Elementary School. Highway
Two bedroom townhouse apart280 East Call 247-6989.
potential is the house
Carpet,
range,
at 311 North 5th Street.
Trailer for sale. 1109 ment.
Now divided into three
Sycamore, located in residen- refrigerator, disposal, washer
dryer hookup. central heat and
apartments
but
tial yard 753-5645_
air. Call 753-7559 or 753spacious enough for
Two 1971 Wheeler, 12x52. For 7550.
more. Let us show you
information call 753-7731
Three room duplex. furnished
the possibilities for on1974. 12x65 Trailer. 2 See at 503 Olive or call 753ly $38,900.00.
bedrooms. 2 baths, completely 1246.
furnished. $5000 or best offer
34. Houses For Rent
Call after 4 pm. 753-6709.
28. Mob. Home Rents For rent: One bedroom house
pt Ara /I12x60 trailer, furnished. Call 753-5618.
natural gas, small trailer court_ For rent. 2 bedroom house
$140 rent plus deposit. Phone near University. 492-8225.
753-3895.
Need a weekend retreat then LOW RATE OWNER FINANCING.
rent this 2 bedroom mobile Two terrific deals! 109 acre
FOR
home with built on addition, cattle farm, 70 tendable, and
on lake, fully furnished. Col- it's a beauty with ponds, and a
RENT
running creek, completely
eman Real Estate. 753-9898
12x60, two bedroom,
fenced. A lovely mobile home
fully furnished. AirTwo bedroom house, gas heat. fully
furnished is included
conditioned, washer
air-conditioned, carpet. stove. NOW LISTEN
TO THIS DEAL.
and dryer, also furrefrigerator. 2 blocks from 263 Acres at
nearly $500 per
nished. $150 per monUniversity. No pets. $200 mon- acre with 100
tendable. the
th, deposit. required.
thly. $100 deposit. 489-2244. rest timber,
including a rock
quarry
In
today's market
37. Livestock-Supplies
owner financing isthe only way
REE MAR ARABIANS Book too Call today Spann
Realty
your good mares for 1981 Associates. 753-7724
breeding season
Three
MANAGEMENT,
& 1110
stallions. 753-6126
Reasonably priced in
the 540's. Zoned for
Two bedroom trailer. very 38. Pets-Supplies
clean. approximately 21,7 mites
commercial
and
on 641 South. No pets. 753- AKC registered 242 year old
residential use. Atmale
Scottie,
housebroken,
8436 after 5 pm
tractive 4 bedroom
good with children. $125. 435house I and a half
Two bedroom trailer, furnished. 4481
baths, extra large living
all electric deposit required
At stud, AKC large black Great
No pets-Call 7534808.
room, kitchen -dining
Dane Call 759-1751
489or
*
s.
area, large utility roam.
30.- Business Rental
2154
Economical gas heat and
Large building for rent, 4 bays Dog obedience classes. AKC
air-conditioning. Con be
in front, hoist. 2 back bays. ex- German Shepherds and AKC
used for residential or
tra large room Call 753-5970 Austraihan cattle dogs Call
office. Large wooded
or see at 808 Coldwater Road
436-2858
lot, near shopping center.
8-H
1•Isei C.
Neer,Resit*,

Compare Our Log Homes

46. Homes For Sale

„

:qiiiz1.11•111I%1t.

24. Miscellaneous
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Dial-A-Service

2

I
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Poison

46. Homes ForUe
Three bedroom brick_ one block
!mom University large kitchen
family room with lots of
- abinets, utility room with
hookup.
washer -dryer
aluminum storm doors and
insulation
in
storm windows,
walls and ceiling Firm cash
price in 540's or can be financed for qualified buyer For appointment phone 753-5791 or
753-2649

,

Control

CZ)

Quality Service
Company

225 L. P. Miller St.
Across From CommonIty Center

Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 7:3012:30
Closed Wednesday

Hewing and Air
Conditioning Soles
Sales and Service
Modern %mu Motel
& Servilely D•partowestts

Thurt., Fri. IL Sat, 8:30-12:30

753-3685

Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

753-7588

min.1000•111111••=110111MO

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR

753-9290

Radio Cab
Co nip an y

:.•_

County Hospital

Custom Work

753-5131

Clothing, Saddles,
Harness, Purses
Billfolds

**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

&
753-9736 753-6952
*DERRY'S

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
W001/WOAKINA

6 a rn -Midnight
7 Days A Week

•CIISTOM Mil MINIM

41

s
•ft BA•• A
A'-,

11,

&

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
Mons 753-5351
or 753-5352

IP
A

4

•CIIST•11 0011 517041111

MEE
Termite
Inspnction
Flies, Roaches
Silver Fish
& Shrubs

KELLEY'S TERMITE
& PEST CONTROL

CASINIIS

100 S 13th Si
Murray Cy

7S3-S940
1212 MAIN

753-3914

f
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DEATHS & FUNERALS

I

Troy Trousdale Is
Dead At Age Of 70;
Funeral Is Tuesday

Final Rites Held
For Mr. Overbey
Funeral services for George
E. Overbey, Sr.. retired Muri•ay lawyer andilormer state
senator, were held Sunday at 3
p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. Dr. Walter E. Mischke.
Jr., and the Rev. Jimmy
Stubbs officiating. Margaret
Boone was soloist and Bea
Farrell was organist.
Active pallbearers were
Robert Moyer, Harvey Ellis,
Holnies Ellis. Bill Boyd, Owen
Killington, and Donald Henry.
Honorary pallbearers were
Bill Phillips, James Overby.
Harold Hurt, Rick Jones, Jo
('urns. Gary Haverstock, Nat
Ryan Hughes, John Gregory,
Stephen Sanders, Ron
Christopher, Wells Overbey,
James M. Lassiter, Sid
Easley. Robert 0. Miller,
Steve West. Rick Lainkin, Joe
Bolin, Max Parker, and David
Buckingham, members of the
Calloway Bar Association,
alone with Otis Lovins and
I Am. Benton.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery with the arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Mr. Overbey, Sr., 68, a resident of 707 Olive Street, Murray, died Friday at 10:20 am
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife.
Dorothy; three sons - Geo.
Edward, Jr., Robert Key, and
Wm. Donald Overbey; sister,
Mrs. Harold Lurnsden; seven
grandchildren - Leesa Kim,
Robyn Key, Kettle Lyn, David
Winston, Stacey Brown. Mark
William, and
Jonathan
Charles Overbey.

Wilkerson Funeral
Held On Saturday
The funeral for Thomas F.
Wilkerson of 808 Bagwell,
Murray. was held Saturday at
1 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were Ted, Bobby, and Rodney Nance, Hugh
Deering, Keith Haygood, and
Johnny Gingles. Burial was in
the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Wilkerson, 62, died
Thursday at 6:50 a.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. May Nell Nance Wilkerson: one son. Tommy Wilkerson; one brother, Harold
Wilkerson; three grandchildren - Terry, Susan, and
Jerry Wilkerson.

Stock Market
Nrices of stocks of local interest at 11
a m local tune today,furnished by First
of Michigan Corp. of Murray
...
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Rev. Smithmier,
Former Minister
Here, Is Dead

Huddleston Gives
Praise To U.S.
Ag Secretary

Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Lucy Skelton,
Cary, N. C., and Mrs. Clara
Kempton, Hot Springs, Ark.;
30 grandchildren; 28 great
grandchildren.
The funeral was held Satin
day at 10 a.m, at the United
Methodist Church, Big Sandy,
Tenn., with the Revs. Frank
Bulk. Paul Mullory, Glenn
Byars, and 'Joe Wheatley officiating.
Burial was in the Benton
County Memorial Gardens
with the arrangements by the
Stockdale-Malin
Funeral
Home. Big Sandy,Tenn.

The Honest Way!
ANT GOLD STAMPED
N.74k. it_ 22i
' NACTUR MANI PM/DAWCIPIS
,
OC1P WAMOIS MOM COD

We'll
Pay You

No are not "Fly•Ily Pfusktors" only ie
teWl ovonoight to tyke yaw mane y
Were Imoori fretted N, Peoria& for 69
years

e

CASH
NOW! \

Mrs. H. G. Owen
Dies At Age Of 53;
Rites On Saturday

Mrs. H. Gordon
Troy Trousdale of Murray.
Betty
Route 1, Lynn Grove com- Jane ) Owen died Thursday at
munity, died Sunday at 10..43 the Baptist Central Hospital,
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Memphis. Tenn. She was 53
County Hospital. He was 70 years of age and a resident of
Route 4, Paris, Tenn.
years of age.
Born Sept. 17, 1927, in
The deceased, a retired
farmer, was a member of the Calloway County, she was the
Bell City Church of Christ. da,ughter of the late Clarence
Born Oct. 10, 1910, at Lynn- Underwood and Selona Henville, he was the son of the late drix Underwood. She was a
Wallace Trousdale and Mary member of the Lebanon
United Methodist Church
Johnson Trousdale.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. where she was a past presiEstelle Todd Trousdale, to dent of the WaS, a charter
whom he was married on Sept. member of the Paris Lioness
14, 1935; one daughter, Mrs. Club, and president of the SnnHugh iAlbertai Arnett, and nyside Homemakers Club.
Survivors include her husthree grandchildren - Alan,
Marla, and Mark Arnett, Mur- band, H. Gordon Owen, to
ray Route 7; one sister, Mrs. whom she was married on
Carnell ( Elsa ) Stephens, Feb. 14, 1953; one daughter,
Fulton; one brother, Merritt Mrs. Hugh (Gina ) McLean,
Trousdale, Hickory Route 1.
Jr., Memphis, Term.; two
Funeral services will be sons, Ricky and Scott Owen,
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Paris. Term.; two sisters, Mrs.
Selona
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Rex
Jackson .
Funeral Home with Harold Ir- Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs.
van officiating. Burial will Lloyd I Dorotha Perry, Paris,
follow in the Murray Tenn.: six brothers - W. D.
Underwood, Indianapolis,
Memorial Gardens.
Underwood,
Friends may call at the Ind., Earl
funeral home after 4 p.m. to- Puryear, Term., T. J. Underday Monday I.
wood. Murray: Prentice
Underwood, Paris, Tenn.,
Barkley Underwood, Morrisville, N. C., and Ralph
Underwood,Dixon, Tenn.
Preceding her in death were
a sister, Mrs. Ha Bell, and
three brothers - Paul, Lexie,
and Stacey Underwood.
The Rev. I.. A. Sinittunier,
The funeral was held SunSr., former minister of the day at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel
Murray City United Methodist of the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Church, died Thursday at the Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
Henry County General Dossie Wheatley officiating. Hospital, Pans, Tenn. He was
Nephews served as
86 years of age and a resident pallbearers and burial was in
of Big Sandy. Tenn.
the Hillcrest Cemetery there.
The deceased. born Nov. 29.
1894, in Missouri, was a
retired United Methodist
minister having also served
the Holladay Circuit, Lexington Circuit, TempleWASHINGTON AP)-Sen.
Embury, Rolston Circuit.
West Paris, Calvary, Finley. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
Friendship, Hollow Rock, and Ky. has offered praise for U.S.
Cowells Chapel in Tennessee, Agriculture Secretary John
and West Hickman, Cayce, Block after Block said Friday
that he intends to leave the'
and Murray in Kentucky.
tobacco support program
lie was affiliated with Good- "pretty much,as it is."
.
will Industnes in his early
Huddelston, the ranking
ministry, and was a member Democrat on the Senate
of the Dyersburg Masonic Agriculture Committee, praisLodge.
ed Block for pointing out that
Survivors include his wife, the tobacco program is not a
Mrs. Helen Smithmier; four costly program. Block said in
daughters - Mrs. Marie his statement that the tobacco
Holmes, Holland Patent, N. support program makes
Y., Mrs. Velda Biro, Peoria, money for the government.
Ill., Mrs. Helen Fay Smith.
"One of the difficulties
Marietta, Ga., and Miss we've had in recent years in
Laurice Smithmier, Paris, defending the program is
Fenn.; four sons - the Rev. making people understand the
Thomas Smithmier, Kevil,the cost effective nature. The
Rev. J. L. Smithmier. Mem- tobacco that is purchased by
phis, Tenn., the Rev. Claude the government under the proSmithmier, College Park. Ga., gram is later resold at little or
and Ray Smithmier, Powder no cost to the government,"
Huddleston said.
Springs,Ga.

GOLD . . .
DIAMONDS .

WE
BUY

Livestock Market
IAJCISVILLE, Ky
USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2200 slaughter steers and heifers I Si200 lower. cows not fully established.
opening 50-1 00 lower. bolts 3 00-5 00
lower, limited calves and vealers
steady , feeders opening steady to weak.
choice 950-1260(5 slaughter steers 60 0062.80: few small lots up to 6340. good
and choice 89D-1175 lb 58.0060.00. good
and few choice dairy breds 1185-1415 lb
53 50-57 25, slaughter heifers choice 650
975 lb 59 00-61 75. small lot to 02.60,
ttioice 100-1100 lb 54 50-58.50; good 'and
choice 740-950 lb 56 50-5900, good 850-950
lb 49 00.56 OD, commercial cows 36 0042 00. utility 4200-46 25, high dressing
up to 47.10. cutter 40 00-14 OD, canner
and cutter tinder 800 lb 32 75-40 CO.
slaughter bolls grade 1 12504275 lb 53.7554.00: grade 1-4 950-1855 lb 50 0054 75,
choice 200-320 lb sealers 82 00-87 00, few
good 68 50.75 00, good and choice 390-465
lb calves 58 50-63 00. feeder steers
medium frame 1 .100-500 lb 0900.74 75,
560.686 Ii, 64 80-69 IC 700-825 lb 6400.
06.70, 825-950 lb including par-tly fattened
offerings 002246550, small frame 1 450600 lb 63 00-66 00, large frame 1 770-1035
lb 59 25-64 00, mecti mil frame 2300-500 lb
63 (52-0900, 500-700 lb 61 13-67 25. large
2 inclitding Ilolsteins 395-665 lb
'161.50. 7001237 lb 49 75-54.50.
ISO franie 1-2 hiSs 385-630 lb 6040.
heder, medium frame 1 300-500
00. 500-700 lb imintly 57 00-61 00,
len in 6300. partload 778 lb 59 60,
medium and large frame 2 300-500 lb
".111.58 50. 50070011147 75-57 00
I
800. barrows and gilts weak 101,1i0Wer. 1.2 220-255 lb 43 50.2 205-NO lb 43 20-43 50. 2-3 210.210
1 25-41 710, :1 200- MO lb 41 50-42 25.
s ,teudy In .100 low. lull decline on
6..e,1114 over 46/ lb, 1.2 1011-350 lb 36 00714) 3503400 lb 17 00-1800, 400-450 lb
18 00-39 WY 4543500 lb 35109-4000. 500-6811
11, 40 00-41 00, i'oupls, to 41 50. boats over
100 lb:15 0045.65, under MO lb 28 75-30 Zi
Sheep 25. nuiyonty of receipt, bought

.•.0114.•

11,0

"i

ilrIVC

DIAMONDS
WANTED

Two-Cent Gas Hike
Considered To Aid
Highway Finances

r•..,10,1%5 00 '0 SM

00

In

pi, I covr

OPEN DAILY 1000 a.m.1o600 p.m.

Hog Market
Federal-Mate Market Nevrs Servos,
February 23.1981
Kentucky'Purchase Area Ho Market
Report[wholes6&wag Habana
Receipts: Act. 1132 EA. IMO Harrows &
Gilts .751ti5ter Sows steady $1.20 higher
US 1-2 210.240 Its
612 00-42 50
UST 210250 lbs
75-42.00
.....
841 5041.75
US 2-3 240-2801bn. ....
US 2-4 TA-2701W.
$40 50-4150
SOM9
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$31 00.3500
$33 00-16 00
US 1-3 X0-1.56
00-3$ W
1.13 1-3 456400 Its.
. xis 46-19 oo
! US 11506456 Ins
some W.00
11S 2-3 300-500 I Ns
114 00-.15 60
Roars 36.00-32.30 niosth .11 00-31 50

MSU PLAY - Murray State University's nest production is "Vanities" by lack
Heifner.
Shown above are, right to left, Rebecca Latson, Carla Horton, and Lori Pitts. The show
runs Feb. 26, 27, and 28 at 8 p.m. For ticket information call 762-6797 or 7674421.

Kentucky May Lose Over
$200 Million In Funding
FRANKFORT,
I API -- The state
could lose over '$2110 million in federal
funds if budget cuts proposed last week
by President Reagan are adopted, according to Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Brown said about $140 million would
be lost by the state in the Appalachian
Regional Commission. the Comprehensive Employment Training Act and
reductions in Medicaid and food
stamps.
And he said the state would lose
another $32 million in child-nutrition
funds and money now aimed toward
education. Brown added that several
other programs would face smaller
cuts.
"We're already at $200 million and
still 'counting," said Brown after
analyzing the state's fiscal situation in
several meetings on Saturday.
Brown said trimming of the federal
budget will only add to the money pinch
the state has been coping with in recent
months.
A shortfall in state revenues has
caused a $125 nullion cutback in
General Fund spending in this fiscal

year, which began last July 1.
And state Revenue officials predict
another shortfall fcir fiscal 1982, climbing to $185 million.
Brown said the overriding problem
now is to "determine if we can tread
water now," until the 1982 General
Assembly meets in January.
"We're going to be doing everything
creative we can to find additional savings," he said. "At this point, it looks
like a tough, but not impossible task:'
The economic recovery program proposed by Reagan includes $41.4 bilion in
federal spending for fiscal 1982, which
begins Oct. 1.
Brown said there was a possibility
that he would call a special session of
-the legislative for the purpose of raising
taxes to cover the state's important services.
"But I don't want to make any decision on that. until we evaulate every
area," he said.
The governor said he plans to meet
with legislative leaders in the next two
weeks to discuss the fiscal problems
facing the state.

By DON McLEOD
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Reagan administration is considering a 2-cent-a-gallon increase in the federal gasoline
tax to help state and local
governments finance highway'
maintenance.
The proposal, which would
raise about $2 billion annually,
would need congressional approval.
Budget director David A.
Stockman told the National
Governors' Association on
Sunday the administration
may ask that states be allowed
to preempt some or all of the
additional revenues raised
through an increase in the tax,
which now is 4 cents a gallon.
Revenue from the gasoline
tax now is earmarked for a
trust fund used primarily for
highway construction.
Transportation Secretary
Drew Lewis acknowledged
that Congress had rejected
several Carter administration
proposals to raise the tax 5
cents to 15 cents a gallon to
promote conservation. But he
said he thought Congress
would ap-prove the measure
now as a "user tax" to finance
bridge
and
highway
maintenance programs cut in
President Reagan's proposed
budget for fiscal year 1982.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
of California criticized the
proposal, saying the federal
government would increase
the tax as a state relief
measure and then drop it,
leaving the states to re-impose
it as a state tax.

"Reagan would have it both
ways," Brown told reporters
later. -He would get benefit
for providing the money fur
us, and. we would bear the
blame for the higher tax."
What Brown called the "tax
shuffle," and the sparks it
struck, provided a vivid example of the problems the governors face with Reagan's
economic recovery program.
They' had an hour-long appointment with the president
today to discuss their concerns.
The governors' greatest
fear, as expressed in the
meeting's opening sessions, is
thatjederal programs and aid
will be cut without ensuring
that state and local governments will be able to absorb
the blow.
"I don't want to transfer the
mess in Washington to a mess
in all of the states with a lot
less money," said Gov.
Richard Riley of South
Carolina.
"We appeal to you to stick
with us," begged Gov. James
Hunt of North Carolina. -We
believe that when it gets to
Congress, a lot of people are
not going to want the states I
have this flexibility."
The governors say they need
flexibility in administering
federally assisted or mandated programs, less federal
regulation, consolidation of
categorical grants and, most
of all, assurances that programs cut by Reagan will not
be dumped on them if they
don't have the money to fund
them.

Robbery Charges Filed
Against Two Hickman
County Brothers

00

Curris

• ..,Continued From Page 11

'p.m. and that it could remain beiruT
closed doors much longer.
Curris returned to the board room
about 8:30 p.m., stayed about eight
minutes, and then went back to his office a floor below.
A couple of minutes later, immediate
past board chairman Charles Howard
went to the president's office and met
with Curris for just under ten minutes.
Howard, who voted against the effort to
remove Curris and the other resolutions. offered "no comment" on returning to the board room.
Another board member, Bill Carneal,
who is also considered to be a Curris
supporter, went to the president's office
at 9:07 p.m. Carneal visited with Curris
about 10 minutes but he, too, would offer no comment as he made his way
back to the board room.

• 'In a statement prior to the beginning
of the closed session, Christopher
thanked the "press, faculty, staff,
students and the citizen& of the Commonwealth of Kentucky for their patience and understanding of the events
of the past two weeks.
"This board did nothing (at the Feb. 7
meeting ) to deny anyone due process,"
Christopher said, an apparent response
to Curris' allegation earlier in the week
that proper procedure had not been
followed in the bringing of the charges.
"We will make every effort to keep
the public informed as much as we
can," Christopher said.
Curris said today that he would depend on "counsel's advice" as to
whether or not he would make a public
statement about the charges befortthe
March 28 hearing.

Ford Says Reagan Is 'Naive'
By WALTER RODGERS
Associated Press Writer
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
(API - Former President
Ford says President Reagan
is "naive" if he thinks budget
cuts will easier than tax cuts
to selPcongress.
Al
e
because of that, Reagan
shou Hold off on the last two
year
his three-year, 30 percent tax cut program until
there is -visible evidence"
Congress will reduce the
growth of federal spending,
Ford says.
In an interview with The
Associated Press at his home
in the California desert, Ford
said efforts to reduce federal
spending always tend to
generate formidable coalitions which ban together to
protect their own appropriations.
"My own experience in Congress would lead me to the
conclusion that the House and
Senate would be more
amenable to a reduction in
taxes than they will be to an
effort to reduce expenditures," the former president
said.
Nevertheless, Ford said
"the public basically needs
and is sympathetic to a tax
reduction" and Reagan should
push for a one-year, 10 percent
tax cut.
And he said Congress pro-•
bably will eventually approve
75 percent to 85 percent of
Reagan's economic package,
which includes cutting $41.4
billion from the fiscal 1982

MAYFIELD, Ky. (API Several charges have been filed against two Hickman Count)' brothers who are suspects
in a series of armed robberies
and attempted robberies in
three states, state police said
Saturday.
Gary Steven Wilmurth, 19,
was arrested at Dublin in
Graves County Tuesday morning following a police chase,
officers said. His brother
Eugene Lee Wilmurth, 26, surrendered to police the next
day.
State police filed fugitive
charges against the two and
lodged them in the Graves
County Jail. The charges were
based on warrants from Tennessee, naming them as
suspects in an attempted armed robbery.
Charges filed against the
two this week included three

SOLID
GenuineLl

budget proposed by former vital interest in all of Latin
President Carter.
America, the Caribbean. the
Ford also voiced support for South American area as a
the Reagan administration's whole."
refusal not to rule out any opHe added, "What worries
tions in strive-torn Central me is that Nicaragua.
America, including the use of Guatemala, El Salvador are
American ground combat relatively small but they are a
forces,
part of Latin America. And if
"The minute you rule out the Soviet Union and Cuba get
As part of a reader
any option, including a a toehold in that area in Latin
response test for this
military option, it makes the --America, it does or will unpublication, we
will
Soviet Union and the Cubans_doubtedly have an impact on
send to anyone who
more likely to increase their some of the larger mattock --- clips and returns this
military forces in those areas dawn in South America notice before midnight
of this hemisphere," Ford Chile, Brazil, Argentina, MexApril 6, 1981 one (1) pair
said. "The United States has a
of genuine SOLID 14K
GOLD HOOP EARRINGS
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exquisite hoop earrings
ore mode by master
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authenticity and gold
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Oslo $5477.00
14K
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counts of armed robbery, one
count of attempted robbery
and three counts of assault.
They were charged with
robbing a grocery' in Wingo
Dec. 30; shooting at a service
station attendant in Fulton
Jan. 9: robbing a Fulton
supermarket Jan. 15th and attempting to rob a supermarket in Sharon, Tenn., in
which a clerk was wounded,
the same night.
The brothers were also
charged with committing robbery and violence at a service
station at Cairo, Ill. Feb. 16,
according to state police.
The two were alleged to
have been fleeing Cairo when
they became involved in a
chase with police Monday
night and earls' Tuesday. A
car police say was used by the
suspects was found abandoned
in Graves County.

tekD

HOOP EARRINGS
only $10
GOLD EARRINGS you
may do soot any time to
BEERS-DeVREIS. LTD.
receive a full
and
refund. There is a limit
of one (1) pair per address but if you clip and
send this notice before
March 30. 1981, you
may request a second
pair of genuine SOLID
141( GOLD EARRINGS by
enclosing an additional
$10 plus $1 shipping,
handling
and
insurance. Due to the fluctuations in world gold
prices no request will be
accepted past the dates
noted above. Remember: this original notice
must accompany your
and
request
photocopies will not be
accepted. Send the appropriate sum together
with your name and address to.

Dwain Taylor Chovrolit

753-2617

641 South, Murray

Beers-DeVreis, Ltd.
TEST RESPONSE DIVISION, Dept. GHIA 27
1 Barstow Road, Great Neck, NY 11021

